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Honors Summary
Monitoring System for Electric Motors
My role in this project was the hardware manager. As such, I drew up and designed the mounting
system for the motor and generator load. As well as, worked with the team lead to design all the
circuitry that would be implemented in the main data logic printed circuit board, the current
sensor printed circuit board and the vibration sensor circuit board. After all these circuits were
designed I wrote up a parts list and was responsible for making sure everything we needed got
ordered. These parts included all the components needed for the project; resistors, capacitors,
analog to digital converters, both sensors, custom printed circuit boards, micro controllers,
etcetera. Once the components and boards arrived all the components were soldered onto the
boards and their connections were tested. When the boards were all successfully populated they
were then connected to our induction motor and tested using an oscilloscope.
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Abstract: ML
Induction motors are key to many applications and are one of the most commonly used
electric devices. Currently, induction motor fault detection schemes are limited in features and
computational power. With current technology, fault detection algorithms are operating in
embedded systems and run on embedded processors. These processors do not have the
computation power and functionality that more advanced computer systems have, which is the
source of the issue. With the recent rise in cloud computing and connected devices, it is possible
to build an induction motor monitoring system with a much greater set of features and
possibilities.
Key Features: ML
• Internet of Things functionality
•

Advanced fault detection monitoring calculations

•

Web service data access

Problem Statement
Need: ML, PC, SW
There is currently a need for an easily accessible motor induction motor (IM) monitoring
system that is cost effective, flexible to change, and robust in features. Induction motors are key
in many industry operations and systems. These motors are extremely common and are used
extensively in vehicles, refrigeration, heating, cooling and other similar applications. Induction
motors are relatively low cost, robust, efficient, and reliable with a low maintenance cost. These
factors have promoted standardization and development of a manufacturing infrastructure that
has led to a vast installment of these motors; more than 90% of all motors used in industry
worldwide are ac induction motors [1]. Increasingly, these systems are deployed in critical
markets such as medical, military, transportation, and manufacturing. Unexpected failure in these
markets is not tolerated and can lead to large loss of profits and even life or death scenarios. As a
result, the industry has extensively studied methods to detect faults in induction motors. [6]
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Objective: ML, PC
The main objective for this project is to create a network connected platform for electric
motor diagnostics and health. This implementation shall be created in a non-restrictive manner,
so that solutions can be tailored for the needs of various induction motor conditions. This system
will surface critical information, gathered from the vibration and current sensors placed on an
induction motor, and store it on a database. It should be noted that the data sent to the database to
be stored would be the raw data, without any filters being applied to the information. The
information will be surfaced using smart devices, so that it will be easily accessible from
anywhere. The information will be made available in a server-client manner, where the client
will request the source of the data, a processing method, and optional analytics on the processed
data. This type of method will allow for an open-ended solution that can easily to reproduce for
any induction motor and create useful information that the user wants to see.
For the scope of this project, this system will be implemented applied to process the
information using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which is a common method for analyzing for
faults. [7] The information processed using the FFT will then be analyzed to detect broken rotor
bar faults in the motor. The system will not be limited to monitor only these types faults,
however, creating and testing all other faults will be out of the scope of our project.
Background: ML, PC, SW
An Induction motor is comprised of several general parts; stator, rotor, windings,
bearings, and shaft. The stator is the stationary part of the motor that delivers a rotating magnetic
field which interacts with the rotor. The rotor is the central component affixed to the shaft, which
creates its own magnetic field from the induced current of the power supply. These two magnetic
fields in the stator and the rotor react and result in a mechanical torque which spins the shaft in
the ball bearings.
Induction motors are crucial in many applications, especially industrial. As a result,
induction motors are become a pressure point for many applications and a main area of concern
for management strategies. [10] Since modern applications and industrial supply chains have
become so complex in modern times, unexpected failure could cause loss in profits and delayed
production, affecting just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing systems. The source of these failures has
been studied and surveyed; the sources of these failures, in decreasing order, are bearing (40%),
stator (38%), rotor (10%), and miscellaneous (12%) faults. [10] Since motors are rotating
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devices, many faults that occur in these systems will be reoccurring. These reoccurring faults
will be producing unwanted components of noticeable magnitude at a given frequencies. As a
result, frequency domain analysis will be an important tool to discover these faults with
reasonable amount to certainty.
Bearing related faults are the most common source of abnormalities for induction motors.
Bearings are typically constructed with a rolling element sealed in-between two rings known as
the inner and outer race. [14] These inner and outer races will rotate at different frequencies, due
to their different distances from the center of the bearing. These frequencies can be calculated as
a product of the rotating speed of the rotor and a factor from the distance relationship a race has
with the rotor. [14] Faults can arise when there is damage to a rolling element or one of the races
where the rolling element would make contact with it. These faults can arise from a number of
scenarios such as corrosion from particulates and other contaminations, excess of wear from
improper lubrication, and faulty installations causing misalignment. [7] These faults will create
abnormalities, which the bearing will collide with as it rotates. This collision will produce a jerk
that will reoccur each time a rolling element makes contact with the fault, producing a vibration
signal at a given frequency. This collision frequency can be predicted through the analysis
mentioned above. This abnormal signal can be monitored and the signal’s frequency components
can be correlated to a fault in one of the races. [14]
As previously mentioned, stator faults are the second most common source of failure in
induction motors. As discussed earlier, stators are comprised of a circular frame with slots with
insulated windings, which carry the load. These windings, which are simply wires, are the most
common the source of failure in the stator. Since the windings are just wires, the faults they can
produce are open circuits, where the motor would completely stop working, and short circuits,
where the motor may continue to function. The wires that are typically used for the windings are
enameled wire. This type of wire typically has a thin layer of insulation, which can fail and short
during unusual and over rated situations. These shorts can cause further strain and eventually
cause the wire to fail, creating an open circuit. [16] These faults arise from a variety of issues
such as overrated temperatures, high impulse currents from starting stresses and electrical
discharge, and exposure to foreign particulates, liquids, and chemicals. [15] Short circuits
between the windings will alter the axial flux of the system. This alteration in flux will affect the
frequency components in the system, which gives insight to a stator fault. Traditional flux
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sensing methods are the preferred method of sensing, however, other methods have been created
to detect this phenomenon. [7]
Broken rotor bars are another common classification for induction motor faults. Rotor
bars can be classified into to types, fabricated and casted. [7] Casted rotor bars tend to be found
more in general purpose applications. Since these are casted as a solid part, they tend to be very
durable, however, they are typically not able to repair as a consequence. [7] Fabricated rotor bars
have inverse properties, making them possible to repair. This can be helpful for specialty motors
where a replacement can be costly. [7] As discussed above, the operate of a rotor depends on a
round cage like configuration, sometimes referred to as a squirrel cage, with conductive bars,
known as rotor bars, that are connected and electrically shorted with a metal ring, known as an
end-ring. This insight makes it apparent that faults will occur when irregularities arise and
interfere with the conductivity of the shorted squirrel cage configuration. These irregularities can
arise in the path of one of the rotor bars as well as the end ring joining the rotor bars. Rotor bar
and an end-ring faults can arise from stresses that be broken down into six categories which
thermal, magnetic, residual, dynamic, environmental, and mechanical stresses. [7] Thermal
stresses can arise from improper cooling systems, hot spots in areas of excessive current,
sparking, and other environmental issues. Magnetic stresses arise from excessive electromagnetic
forces, large external electromagnetic interference, and vibrations. Residual stresses categorize
general forces that arise from error in the manufacturing process. Dynamic stresses emerge from
centrifugal forces and torques, as well as other cyclic stresses. Any external materials such hard
particulates, moisture, and chemical compounds that cause abrasions or deteriorations are
grouped into the environmental stresses. Finally, mechanical stresses consist of issues such as
loose rotor bars and laminations as well-worn and failed parts. [7] Since the rotor and stator are
coupled in magnetic field, any abnormal and abrupt changes in the rotor will apply an unusual
force into the coupled magnetic field. Since the field and rotor are moving in a circular manner,
the faults will reappear at a given frequency. The disturbances in the magnetic field will produce
forces on the current in the windings in the stator. It is possible to sense these frequency
components by analyzing the disturbances in the mains line that feeds the stator.
Another area of concern when it comes to motor health is eccentricity. Eccentricity, in the
field of induction motors, describes the effects an off-centered rotor bar and any orbital path it
may have in relation to the center of the stator. This will result in an uneven space, known as the
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air gap, between the rotor and the stator. This uneven gap will produce a variable distribution of
magnetic force on the stator due to the fall off of magnetic force over distance. [7] Small
eccentricities are naturally inherent in induction motors, due to error in the manufacturing
process, are generally not an issue. If eccentricity is large, the uneven distribution of magnetic
forces can cause the rotor and the stator to rub, causing further problems. [7] Eccentricity is
typically broken into two categories, dynamic and static. Dynamic eccentricity is the case where
the rotor to move in an orbital pattern with respect to the stator and static eccentricity is the case
where the stator if off-centered and stays in the same off-centered position. [7] Static eccentricity
is typically the result of manufacturing errors such the misalignment of the rotor or irregularities
in the inner circular compartment of stator that would result in an oval shape. Dynamic
eccentricity can be caused from a number of sources such as a bent shaft, wear, and resonance in
the vibration of the motor. [7] These faults can be detected in a similar fashion to broken rotor
bar faults. Since eccentricity results in an uneven distribution of magnetic force, which will
produce forces on the current in the windings in the stator. By analyzing the frequency
components in the current from mains, eccentricity faults can be detected.
These faults have been studied greatly over the years. As a result, different detection
methods have been used to prevent damage. In the early years, this technology relied on
primitive ideas such as overcurrent, overvoltage, and earth-fault. These methods are useful,
however, they acted more to prevent major damage than detect faults would occur. As integrated
circuits, ICs, became more prevalent in the market, they became a popular choice for detecting
irregularities. This is currently done through algorithms that run on a digital signal processor,
DSP. The DSP in these applications are typically also used as the control system driving the
motors, while the algorithms run in the spare time between computations. [11], [12], [13] Fieldprogrammable gate array, FPGA, technology has also been used in [17] and [18]. The algorithms
typically operate by performing a frequency transformation on samples of information and
analyzing the magnitude of the frequency components. In [19], the FFT is used to get frequency
domain information of these signals. In [14], the Wavelet transform is used to gather information
on how frequency components change. Since the DSP in this this system has to implement the
control system for the motor, it has little free time to implement through fault detection
algorithms. Most recently, artificial intelligence, AI, systems have been applied to fault detection
systems to create more general solutions that learn about the motor based on sensor information.
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This creates a product that will determine the most likely source of faults without having an
expert tailor a product for that specific motor. [7]
While all of these solutions mentioned above provide insight to induction motor faults,
there are some improvements that can be made that can greatly expand the opportunities for fault
monitoring. To begin, these solutions tend to focus a limited amount of faults and detection
techniques. This is a result of the time and computational restrictions of embedded processors.
Also, these systems usually have a fixed window of sampled information, restricting the
resolution of frequency transformations and completely disabling the opportunity to play back
past scenarios. These solutions typically are one-deployment systems where firmware is installed
on the system and that firmware will not change for the life span of the product. This hinders the
ability for continuous improvement for fault and product management. Finally, the solutions
mentioned above are not connected devices. As a result, they cannot provide information on
more generic larger picture issues or even feed data into systems that can. A new approach is
needed to address these issue.
The issues mentioned above could all be addressed by decoupling the computational
tasks of fault detection to server-based technologies. This system would be comprised of cheap
and simple connected motor sensor nodes that would gather information about the motor. This
raw information would then immediately be sent over to server. When the server receives this
information, it will store it into a database and mark the data as belonging to a certain motor.
Any programmable fault detection method could then be applied to the motors over any of the
large amount of data stored in the database. Processes could be created to continuously monitor
the data and report irregularities. Also, users could access the information pertaining to their
motors at any time. On a larger scale, companies could sell or share their information to motor
manufactures to drive aftermarket production amounts. Motor manufactures could also choose to
host the server applications in exchange for this information. Also, the availability of the
information could help drive advancements in the area of fault prediction and create
opportunities for real life educational lessons. Finally, server technologies are much easier to
update than embedded deployments. Rapid release cycles would allow for these server
applications to be on the cutting edge of any new fault detection schemes and methods.
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Marketing Requirements: ML, PC, JP
In order to create a marketable fault monitoring system, the following considerations should be
taken into account:
● Cheap and simple solution to gather information from sensors and send the information
over internet technologies
● Sensors should be unobtrusive and should not disturb system functionality
● All electronics should be able to mount on or near the induction motor and have
reasonable dimensions
● Utilize sensors that gather information pertaining to a wide variety of induction motor
faults
● Contain a system to store large amounts of information in an organized fashion
● The ability to calculate computationally complex formulas with a large amount of data
● The bandwidth and capability to handle potentially large streams of data
● Perform with a relatively low latency for the time it takes to gather data and process it
● Simple method to access information that it holds for both users and other connected
devices
● Leverage well known software suites and technologies that the industry would be
comfortable with
● Be able to provide insight to the health of a motor
● Have a clean and simple user interface
● Have a power solution that would be available to motor deployments
Objective Tree: ML, PC
The tasks for this project can be broken up into four main parts, which can be seen below
in figure 1. First, the proper sensors must be correctly implemented. For the scope of this project,
vibration and current information should provide sufficient information for many of the faults
discussed above. This information will be gathered using an accelerometer to gather vibration
information and a bidirectional current sensor to measure the current through the motor.
Communication systems will also need to be in place for this project. Serial Peripheral Interface,
SPI, will be used as a data bus protocol to communicate with other embedded devices. Ethernet
will also be used to give the device network connectivity. The bulk of the project will be the fault
detection algorithms. These will be accomplished by analyzing the frequency components of a
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signal to detect irregular signals with a magnitude over a given threshold. Finally, a user
interface will be created to provide interaction with the data. This user interface will also include
graphs of the frequency components for a given motor, which can be useful information to
experts in the area of fault detection.

Figure 1 - Objective Tree

Design Requirements Specification
Product Design: JP, ML
The Electric Motor Monitoring System relies on the sampling of key parameters to detect
the health of a motor. A monitoring system could collect many of parameters, however, current
and vibration information will provide insight into many of the common faults seen in induction
motors. This is reflected in the level zero diagram below and discussed further in the
corresponding table.
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Figure 2 - Level Zero Diagram

Module

Motor Monitoring System

Inputs

- Power
- Vibration Sensor Data
- Current Sensor Data

Outputs

Heath status of the motor

Functionality

Gather current and vibration data and analyze the frequency
components in the signal. These components are mapped to the most
likely source of the faulty component.

Table 1 - Level Zero Functional Requirements

The inner functions of the Motor Monitoring System in the diagram above can be split up
into three categories: data acquisition, data processing, and displaying data.
Data Acquisition Unit
The data acquisition part of this system begins at a motor connected to a load. This
motor will have two sensors attached to it: a vibration sensor and a current sensor. When
interfacing the sensors with the ADC, signal conditioning must be taken into consideration. The
analog signal from the sensors may need to be amplified to Vref of the ADC and go through a
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LPF to eliminate noise. After the signal conditioning process the signal will then be digitized,
having 8-bit
bit resolution from the current senso
sensor and 12-bit
bit for the vibration sensor. The ADC will
be connected to a microcontroller, MCU, over a SPI interface. The MCU will also be connected
to an Ethernet controller solution over SPI. After the MCU gathers a sample from the ADCs, it
will send that data
ta to the Ethernet controller to be stored in one the controllers Ethernet buffers.
Once a buffer is full, the MCU will send a command to the Ethernet controller to send the data to
a server. This simple flow of can be seen in data acquisition diagram below
w in figure 3.

Figure 3 - Data Acquisition flow diagram

Data Processing
Once arrived at the server, the raw data will be saved to a database. It is important to the
design of the system that the data to be saved is in raw state. This is because there are different
methods that can be applied to process this information, and this system should not restrict a user
to just one form of analysis. This data will be stored in a primary storage and secondary storage
manner. The primary storage
torage would be more expensive fast storage that would hold the
information about the last 24 hours of operation. The secondary storage will used to store
information older than one day for archiving purposes. Users can determine how long they want
to storee the archived data. When the user wants to access information, they will do so by making
a request. This request can distinguish in which manner they want to process the information and
if they want to apply any analytics algorithms to it. For example, a user could request for the
information to be processed using the Fast Fourier transform and an algorithm could be used to
determine if there are faults with magnitudes that are hazardous.
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The software designed for the Electric Motor Monitoring system will be separated into three
different sections: the MCU, the server, and the web application. The first part of the software
design will be in the MCU. The MCU will need to be programmed to deal with multiple sensors
sending signals at the same time. Also as the data is being received, the MCU needs to be
sending the data to a server.
The second part of the software design will be located on the server. The server will first
need to be able to receive data from the MCU. The data being received will be saved to a
database. This server will hold on to this data and be looking for a request for data from a user.
Once the data is requested for, the server will complete a fast Fourier transform over the data
saved to the database. Originally these calculations will be specific to the one motor and
situation, but eventually this will be designed to be used across multiple motors and in different
scenarios. Because this will eventually work for different scenarios, the server’s specific
calculations will depend on the request.

Data Display
The third part of the software design is the web application. This will be designed to send a
request to a server for data and display it to the user. The request will originally be specified for
the one situation, but eventually, the user will be able to specify the type of request and receive
different data from the server. The web app will be designed to work with a portable smart
device so the information can be accessed anywhere. Figure 4 displays the overall system.
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Figure 4 – Overall Motor Monitoring System

The Motor Monitoring System (MMS) has two measureable variables; Current and
Vibration. These variables are connected to a single-phase motor for data acquisition. A dc
power source will be needed for the involved sensors, ADC and MCU.
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HARDWARE DESIGN
PCB Schematic and Layout

Figure 5 – PCB Schematic 16bit (top)/ PCB Actual Layout Design 16bit (bottom)
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Hardware Level 1 Diagrams: PC

Figure 6 – Level 1 Data Acquisition Unit design/Actual Design.

Data Acquisition Unit
- Analog signals from sensors acquired from the single-phase motor.
- Dc power
Outputs
Digital signals: current and vibration
Functionality Acquires data
Module
Inputs

Table 2 – Level One Data Acquisition Unit

The Data Acquisition Unit consist of a power processing unit, voltage regulators, current sensor,
vibration sensor, analog-to-digital converters, and MCU. The sensors is an indication of
functional analog readings from a running single-phase motor under load conditions. The analog
signals will be converted to digital signals by use of an ADC. The PPU supplies 12Vdc and then
it’s regulated at 5Vdc to power the hardware components in the unit. The MCU will receive the
digital signal data and output the data through Ethernet. Figure 6 depicts the actual design unit
above.
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Current Sensor Level 1 Diagram: SW

Figure 7 – Current Sensor Block Diagram (top)/Actual Design (bottom)

Current Sensor Level 1Functional Requirement Table: SW, ML
Module
Amplifier
Power: 5V
Inputs
Current thru motor bar
Outputs
Analog voltage: 2.5V
Functionality
Measure the current across the motor bar and
outputs it as a function of voltage
Table 3 – Level One Current Sensor
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These diagrams represent the high level functionality of how the current sensor will
operate. An input voltage has been applied to this module to power the sensor and other circuits
that will be need to read the sensors outputs. The CAS 15 current sensor rated for 15A was
selected to monitor the input current of the single phase motor. A picture of the CAS 15 can be
seen in figure 5 which includes a filter that makes up the Current Acquisition Unit.
Vibration Sensor Level 1 Diagram: SW

Figure 8 – Vibration Sensor Block Diagram (top)/Actual Design (bottom)

Vibration Sensor Level 1 Functional Requirement Table: SW, ML
Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

3-axis sensor
power: 3.6V
vibrations
voltage: 0.1V
detects movement in all 3 axis

Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

AC amplifier
voltage from 3-axis sensor
amplified voltage
amplifies the voltage from thermocouple for more accurate output
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Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functional
ity

Demod
amplified voltage
voltage
extracts original information from amplified signal, and separates them into x, y,
and z voltage outputs

Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality
Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

Noise reduction
output amplified voltage
voltage
outputs a smoother signal to be read
Output Amplifiers
demod voltage
voltage
amplifies the output voltage
Table 4 – Level One Vibration Sensor

This diagram goes into detail about the modules need to generate useful vibration information.
This module has three outputs, which give analog outputs correlating to the acceleration of each
axis. The ADXL335 was selected for use in the Vibration Acquisition Unit, see figure 5,
followed by a filter for signal conditioning.
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Level 2: Power Supply: PC

Figure 9 – Level 2 of the power supply of MMS design/Actual Design.

Module
Inputs
Outputs
Functionality

Power Supply
120 Vac RMS
dc voltage: 6.0V
converts ac to dc
Table 5 – Level Two Power Supply

The ac to dc converter will convert the wall utility source of 120Vac RMS to a dc voltage supply
at 6V and a LDO to regulate at 5V. This is needed to deliver the necessary voltages to the
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sensors and ADC. Figure 8 displays the actual design setup for the input power supply and
LDO.
SOFTWARE DESIGN
Software Level 1 Diagram: ML

Figure 10 – Level One Software Diagram

Software Level 1 Functional Requirement Tables: JP
Module

Sample and convert to Engineering units

Inputs

- Vibration Information
- Current Information

Outputs

-Sensor Data

Functionality

The MCU will sample the data coming in from the sensors and
convert the data to engineering units.

Module

Store Sensor Into Data Buffer

Inputs

- Sensor Data
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Outputs

- Data to be sent to Server

Functionality

The data from the sensors will be saved at a buffer until the buffer is
full, then it will be ready to be sent to the Server.

Module

Send Buffer of TCP/IP

Inputs

- Data to be sent to Server

Outputs

- Data sent to the Server

Functionality

After the data buffer is full, the data will be sent using the TCP/IP
protocol.

Module

Save to Database

Inputs

- Data sent to the Server

Outputs

- Data to be analyzed

Functionality

The Server will receive the data from the buffer and save it to the
database until requested for.

Module

Fault Detection Algorithm

Inputs

- Data to be analyzed

Outputs

- Data to be displayed to the user

Functionality

The Server will complete a spectra analysis by taking the FFT over
the data to make it meaningful. The data will then be sent to the
user.
Table 6 – Level One Software

The software level diagram is used to give an overview of the plan of how to implement the
software of the motor monitoring system. Each of the tables describes in more detail of what the
software will be doing at each section.
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Accepted Technical Design
Test Setup: ML
For this design,, a Leeson single
single-phase induction motor will be used as the test motor to
create and monitor faults. The specifications from the name plate for the mo
motor
tor can be seen
below in table 7.

Figure 11 – Ideal test setup (top). Image taken from Yang, D.M “
“Induction
Induction Motor Bearing Fault Detection using Wavelet-based
Wavelet
Envelope Analysis
Analysis” [14] and actual setup (bottom).

Make: Leeson

Catalog No: 102887.00

Model: N4C17NJ8B

Date: C07P

HP: ¾

ENC: TENV

FR: S56Z

Not Thermally Protected

RPM: 1725

HZ
HZ: 60

PH: 1

Volt: 115/230

FLA: 14.8

SF: 1.0

INS: F3

AMB: 40°C

DUTY: 30 Minute

Design: N

EFF: 62

PF: 53

Table 7 - Test Motor Specification
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Make: Daito

Type: DTM-8025

Rating: CONT

Watts: 43

Volts: 24

Amps: 2.7

RPM: 600

Weight: 2.6 Kg

Serial No: 2123400

Date: 1992-12
Table 8 – DC Motor Specification

Engineering Calculations: ML, PC, SW
From the nameplate of the single-phase motor in Table 7, P, the number of pole pairs
was generated at 60Hz.


   







4

(1)

With the information about the poles and the specification of the motor, predictions can
be made about the frequencies that the faults would occur. This can be determined from the
equations from [8], which are found below.
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Equation (2) characterizes outer race faults in bearings
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Equation (3) characterizes inner race faults in bearings
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Equation (4) characterizes ball faults in bearings
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Equation (5) characterizes train faults in bearings
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Equation (6) characterizes broken rotor bar faults in the rotor
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!"#

(7)

4  0 *For Static Eccentricity.

4  1,2,3, … *For Dynamic Eccentricity.

Equation (7) characterizes static or dynamic eccentricity in the rotor
D2

 | + , |

!"#,

,  1,2,3, …

(8)

Equation (8) characterizes mixed eccentricity in the rotor
Note: for these equations,



is rotational frequency

 is the number of balls in the bearing

 is the ball diameter  is ball pitch diameter
 is the contact angle of the ball with the race

is the fundamental frequency of the input - is the motor slip
5 is the pole pairs 3 is the number of rotor bars

The equations above can be applied to the Leeson motor described above. This will
provide a list of frequencies that can be correlated to faults in information that is gathered from
the motor. This list of frequencies can be seen above.

Equation (2), outer race fault: 102.65 Hz

Equation (3), inner race fault: 156.09 Hz

Equation (4), ball fault: 66.64 Hz

Equation (5), train fault: 11.41 Hz

Equation (6), static eccentricity fault: 1150 Hz Equation (7), mixed eccentricity fault: 88.8 Hz,
31.3 Hz
Equation (8), broken rotor bar fault: 65 Hz, 55
Hz
Table 9 – Theoretical Frequencies

The equations above and in table 9 are key for determining the sampling frequencies. The
analog signals that the sensors are producing must be sampled at the correct frequency to
produce data that can be analyzed at frequencies that are determined by the equations. This will
be done by determining the highest frequency of concern and applying Nyquist’s sampling
theorem to that frequency. In theory, the Nyquist Theorem states that one must sample twice as
fast as the frequency of concern. In practice, however, the Nyquist Sampling Theorem must be
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scaled up to accommodate for imperfections and to gain further detail about a signal. To
accomplish this, the Nyquist Frequency will be scaled up by a factor of ten, which can be found
below in Equation 8 where fs is the sampling frequency and fN is the Nyquist frequency. It should
be noted that the Nyquist frequency is the highest frequency that can be identified in a given
signal.

8#

Q

R 10

S

By analyzing equation 8 with the information in table 9, it can be determined that the
sampling frequency must be greater than 11500 Hz, or 11.5 kHz.
The final calculation that must be addressed in the Fourier Transform. This will transform
the time domain information coming from the sensors into frequency domain information, which
is more useful for fault classification. This transformation will be done using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). The FFT will provide accurate resolution and is a well know algorithm that is
optimized for digital computations.
Simulations: ML
The following simulations show an example the calculations that will need to be done. In
the simulation, MatLab was used to create an example signals based on one that would be seen
from a current sensor. Both of these signals assume a full load is applied to a motor and the
current at full load is 14.8 A peak to peak. To make the signal more realistic, random noise is
generated and added to both signals. The first signal is one from a fully function induction motor
with no faults, while the second is a signal from an induction motor with a broken rotor bar fault.
This fault was generated using equation 3 to calculate the correct frequencies of the fault, with a
magnitude of half the input current. The resulting code for the simulation and its outputs are
listed below.
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Figure
igure 12 – MatLab Simulation Code Page One
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Figure
igure 13 – MatLab Simulation Code Page Two

This MatLab code produced six graphs, two for each motor scenario. The first graph of
the pair will show the raw sampled data. This is the information that will be stored in the
database of the implementation. The other graph is the frequency spectrum of the data raw data.
The data in this format can be used to detect disturbances and faults. These six graphs are show
below in figure 13.
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Figure 14 – Theoretical Motor Fault Signatures

Through visual analysis of the graphs above, one can see that the time domain outputs
from the simulation look very similar, however, their frequency responses are different. The
frequency spectrum of the healthy motor, which is in the bottom left corner, shows that the signal
only has periodic of significance at around 60Hz. Since the input of the system in a 60Hz power
source, this is the accepted out analysis of a healthy motor and with no other reoccurring
components of significance in the signal. Through visual analysis of the other two frequency
responses, the frequency spectrum has multiple components of significance that lie around 60Hz.
Similar to above, the component at 60Hz is expected since it signal is being driven from a 60Hz
source. The other two components are not expected and show that the system is producing a
faulty signal around the fundamental frequency of the input. These types of frequency signatures
are common to broken rotor bar and mixed eccentricity faults. [6] The magnitude of these faults
can be analyzed and decisions can be made about how critical these faults are to the greater
system the induction motor is applied to.
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Pseudo Code: ML, JP
The pseudo code for the MCU is fairly simple and consists of three main task. First, the
microcontroller must sample the data. When the MCU is first powered up, it will configure the
Interrupt Service Routine, ISR, with the correct sampling frequency. When ISR is called, the
MCU must read values from analog to digital converters (ADC) and store the data into a buffer.
This sampling will be done using SPI to communicate to external ADCs. Once this buffer is full,
the MCU must then send the information to the server. This will be handled with an extern
Ethernet module that can communicate over SPI. The pseudo code that does this can be found
below in the MCU Pseudo Code figures.
The server pseudo code consists of four main functions: putFromMCU, getFromServer,
createTrigger, modifyTrigger. The putFromMCU function will take the data received from the
MCU and save it to a database. This data will contain the motor ID, the sensor information, and
the data the sensor collected. The getFromServer function will be called from a user through the
web application. This function will use the information in the user’s request to determine how to
process the data. So far, the only type of processing planned is performing the Fast Fourier
Transform over the data, but different processes can easily be added. Once processed, it will be
sent back to the user. The createTrigger function will be used to set up a continuous process. An
example of this would be to create a process to watch for faults and alert the user if a possible
fault is detected. To do this, the process will continuously compute the FFT, and observe the
frequency response. Once a spike is detected that is outside the threshold of the operational
frequency of the motor, the user would be alerted. The modifyTrigger function will be used to
either alter the continuous process or to terminate it.
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Figure 15 – MCU Pseudo Code Page One
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Figure 16 – MCU Pseudo Code Page Two

F
Figure 17 – Server Pseudo Code Page One
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F
Figure 18 – Server Pseudo Code Page Two
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F
Figure 19 – Server Pseudo Code Page Three
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Design and Implementation – ML, SW
This project underwent two major designs and three board spins for the main logic board.
The first design, which will later be discussed in detail, failed to have the resolution needed to
achieve the requirements. The second design was very similar to the first, however it was more
powerful and provided greater resolution. The basics of the design, which can be found below in
Figure 20,

consist of a current sensor and a accelerometer sensor, signal conditioning, high speed

and high resolution ADC, a MCU, and an Ethernet Controller. These were used to collect data
about the current flowing through the motor and vibrations of the motor. This data was then used
to do frequency spectrum analysis to detect the existence of faulty frequency components. These
computations are done on a server using the Python language and displaying the information
through a web application, which will be discussed in further detail below.

Figure 20 - Design Diagram
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The process for selecting components for the project was done using Digikey’s part
search functionality to gather a list of parts that would fit our requirements, which were
determined above, and choosing ones that were cheap, in production, and with a reasonably easy
package to hand solder. For the Microcontroller, another major consideration was available SPI
ports with a transfer rate of at least 8MHz as well as a free and easy compiler and
programmer/debugger. Since Microchip’s PIC microcontrollers meet these qualifications, we
limited our search to those microcontrollers. For the ADCs, we used Digikey to filter through to
ADCs with a high sampling rate and resolution that had SPI interfaces. Once these were found,
an ADC that was reasonable in price was selected. For our project, it was decided that making
the power supply was out of the scope of our project. As a result, we used Digikey to find a
cheap external power supply. Since most of the embedded parts selected feel in-between a range
3.3-5 V, a 6 V power supply was selected. This 6 V source also gave us a large selection of
linear voltage regulators, LDOs, to choose from since the voltage was not too much higher then
the voltages that our embedded parts required.
Some of the parts were used in both versions of the design. One of these parts was the
Wiznet WIZ820io Ethernet controller board. This part was chosen because it met the design
requirements in terms of throughput and the ability to buffer data in the controller’s socket
memory space. Since this part only came in a ball grid array package, a design choice was made
to purchase the assembled breakout board version of this chip due to the difficulty assembling
these types of packages. Another part used across both implementations is the CAS – 15
bidirectional current sensor by LEM. This sensor has a 0 - 5 V output with an offset voltage of
2.5 V. This sensor is capable of passing and sensing +/-15 A of current with a minimal resistance
of 2.16 milliohms of resistance. The Analog Devices ADXL335 3-axis accelerometer was also
used for both designs. This accelerometer is a low power device, with a typical current
consumption of 350 uA and the ability to sense a range of 0.5-1600 Hz of motion.
The WIZ820io board is powered by Wiznet’s W5200 Ethernet Controller chip. This chip
has 8 independent sockets with TCP, UDP, and other Internet protocols that share a 10/100 base
TX Ethernet port. Also, it is controlled through a high speed SPI interface that can theoretically
communicate at 80 Mbps, however only 33.3 Mbps is tested. The maximum speed this devices
was used in this project was 20 MHz. This device is controlled from read and writes commands
that are sent over SPI. They are sent over in the format of address, then the read/write bit and
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data length bit, then the data. A diagram from the W5200 datasheet that explains this can be
found in Figure 21. Data is stored as bytes on the contr
controller
oller and all addresses hold a byte per
address.

Figure 21 - W5200 data communication

This method of communications is used to configure the registers of the W5200 chip on
the WIZ820io board. The import registe
registers can be found in Table 10. These registers control the
device at a device level and at the socket level. In Table 10, all register addresses with the value n
denote one of the socket configuration registers. Since this device supports eight sockets, n can
take the value of 0-7.
7. For example, the second socket’s mode register would be located at
0x4100.
4100. This controller was implemented by configuring it’s registers to the local server’s IP and
Port values and opening all sockets as UDP sockets. Following this, a circular buffer is used
buffer data that will be sent to TX memory locati
locations.
ons. Once a socket’s TX memory is full, the
Socket’s command register is instructed to send the data. The code that does this can be found in
the code section Code 1 - Code 15
15.
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Address

Register

Short Description

0x0000

Mode

Basic configuration including SW reset

0x0001 – 5

Gateway Address

Sets the gateway address for the network

0x0005 – 8

Subnet Mask Address

Sets the subnet mask address from network

0x0009 – C

Source Hardware Address

Sets this device’s MAC address

0x000F – 12

Source IP Address

Sets this device’s IP address

0x0015

Interrupt

Cause of interrupt

0x0016

Interrupt Mask

Control which interrupts are on

0x0017 – 18

Retry Time

Sets a time value for retry time, affecting timeouts

0x0019

Retry Count

Number of retry times

0x0034

Socket Interrupt

Notify which socket is the source of the interrupt

0x0035

PHY Status

Status of the physical link

0x0036

Socket Interrupt Mask

Mask socket interrupts

0x4n00

Socket n Mode

Configuration for a socket, including protocol

0x4n01

Socket n Command

Control socket state. Ex. open, connect, close, etc.

0x4n02

Socket n Interrupt

Inform the type of interrupt

0x4n03

Socket n Status

Notify state of socket. Ex. open, closed, listen

0x4n04 – 5

Socket n Source Port

Set port for this socket. Port for device’s IP

0x4n06 – B

Socket n Destination MAC

Sets the MAC destination for TX packet

0x4n0C – F

Socket n Destination IP

Sets the IP destination for TX packets

0x4n10 – 11

Socket n Destination Port

Sets the port destination for TX packets

0x4n12 – 13

Socket n Max Segment Size

Defines the maximum size of RX packet

0x4n1E

Receive Memory Size

The amount of memory declared for RX

0x4n1F

Transmit Memory Size

The amount of memory declared for TX

0x4n20 – 21

Socket n TX Free Size

The amount of memory available for TX

0x4n22 – 23

Socket n TX Read Pointer

Memory address of the last finishing transmission

0x4n24 – 25

Socket n TX Write Pointer

Memory address of information for transmission

0x4n26 – 27

Socket n RX Received Size

Byte size of received data

0x4n28 – 29

Socket n RX Read Pointer

Memory location of data received

0x4n2A – 2B

Socket n RX Write Pointer

Memory location to write received data

0x4n2C – 2C Socket n Interrupt Mask

Mask to control socket interrupts
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Table 10 - Important Registers for W5200

Design Iteration One: ML, SW
The MCU for first iteration of the design, which is fully described in Schematic 1, the
PIC16F1454 was selected as microcontroller. This is an 8-bit microcontroller that can operate at
48 MHz with a SPI port that can operate at speeds up to 16 MHz. This microcontroller operates
at 5 V and has a 0.1 uF decoupling capacitor close to the Vcc pin to reduce any noise from the
power source. This microcontrollers oscillator is driven with an external crystal with a frequency
of 16 MHz. This crystal’s load capacitance, which can found in the attached DIP HC-49S 9B
SERIES datasheet, is 18 pF and the pin-to-pin capacitance of the microcontroller is around 5 pF.
As a result, two 27 pF capacitors were added to the crystal to raise the load capacitance to around
18 pF. The PIC16F1454 does have an internal clock, however, in this design we are using it as a
time sensitive data sampler. As a result, it was a better to choose a more stable external crystal
oscillator that will be more accurate and will have less drift from temperature changes. The
power for this microcontroller comes from the 5 V MC7800 LDO from ON Semiconductor, with
the recommended bypass capacitors, which takes the 6 V input mentioned above. The SPI ports
of this are connected to the WIZ820io breakout board and two external ADCs that can be
selected to be 8,10, or 12 bits of resolution. Since the WIZ820io is a 3.3 V device, the Texas
Instruments TXB0108 bi-direction voltage-level translator was used in-between the SPI ports of
the devices. This part consumes a low amount of power and can handle the 16 MHz of the SPI
clock. The Microcontroller is also connected to two external ADCs. The footprint was made for
Analog Devices’ AD747 series ADCs. These ADCs come in 8-bit, 10-bit, and 12-bit
functionality and support a high speed SPI interface, more than capable of handling the 16 MHz
used for this implementation. Since these are precision devices, voltage references are used to
power the device. The sensors are connected to the input of these ADCs with as short of wires as
possible. The final product can be seen in Figure 21 and Figure 22.
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Figure 22 - Assembled PCB

Figure 23 – PCB Revision One Actual Fabrication

Design Iteration Two: ML, SW
The second design iteration consists of the main controller board, and two sensor boards.
The main controller board is controlled by the PIC32MX220F032D microcontroller by
Microchip. This board, similarly to the first revision, was programmed and debugged using the
PicKit 3 from Microchip. This chip operates at 3.3V and was implemented with both the primary
and secondary crystals for the oscillators. The primary crystal had a frequency of 8 MHz, which
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went through two PLL divide by two dividers and a PLL multiply by 20 multiplier, thus
generating a system and peripheral clock of 40 MHz. A reset button was also implemented on
this device to restart functionality if the microcontroller entered an unexpected endless loop state.
This device has two SPI ports that are remappable to groups of peripheral pins. These SPI port
connections can be found in Schematic 2. Both SPI ports were configured to so that the baud rate
generator of the chip was operating at the fastest speed, which is the peripheral clock divided by
two. This produces a SPI clock of 20 MHz for both ports. Also, both ports bit length is remapped
on the fly to either 8,16, or 32-bits of data on the SPI lines at any given time. The code that does
this can be found in Code 1 - Code 15. The SPI ports of this device are connected directly to the
WIZ820io breakout board and the MAX110 series quad channel sigma-delta differential ADC.
On top of this, interrupt pins from the Ethernet controller and the ADC are connected to the
microcontroller and each interrupt is handled differently using multi-vector interrupts, which can
be found Code 1. The interrupts are configured through the peripheral registers in the
microcontroller to trigger on a high-to-low state change and have different priorities. The highest
priority interrupt is the data ready interrupt coming from the ADC. The ADC operates
completely independent from the microcontroller. It has it’s own crystal clock source and
samples at a configured rate of 16 ksps. Once the ADC has sampled the data, it pulls the data
ready pin low, and the microcontroller reads the data via the SPI port. This data is then put into a
circular buffer, which is continuously polled and emptied into the Ethernet controller to be sent.
A circular FIFO buffer is used incase the interrupt happens the interrupt is triggered before the
last interrupt finished in the case of the sending process when the Ethernet socket memory is full,
which takes a little more time than usual.
The two sensor boards are simple op amp signal conditioning boards. The op amps used
server two main purposes. The first is to simply to provide greater power on the sensor output.
This is needed for the vibration sensor, which can only source microamps of current. The second
is to convert the single-ended output to a differential output. To accomplish this, two inverting
op amps connected in a way so that the output of the one is the input to the other. Since it is an
inverting op amp, the output of the second will have produce the negative output of the input,
creating a signal that is 180 degrees out of phase. Trimmer resistors were added to produce
variable gain as well to tune out any bias currents. These circuits can be found in Schematic 2 Schematic 4

and the boards can be found in PCB Layout 2 - PCB Layout 4.
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PCB Design: ML
Custom PCBs were made for all of the hardware in this project using Altium Designer
14. Most of the circuits were made using 2 layer boards, however the second revision of the main
controller board, which can be found at the end of this paper labeled PCB Layout 2, is a four layer
board. Some general best practices that were followed were large traces and planes for anything
concerning power. This helps to reduce impedance that helps the board stay cool and reduces
noise to the pins of any components. As another best practice, all traces were kept at a reasonable
width and routed in a way that kept the traces short in length. This can be important for highspeed communications, where long wires can pick up noise and cause errors in the data on the
line. Similarly, all decoupling capacitors were places as close to the pin they were affecting and
were wired in a way so that the inputs were routed to the capacitor, then to the pin. This is to
insure that the full benefits are gained from the capacitor. Multiple vias were also used whenever
dealing with power nets that are switching layers. This helps to reduce the impendence of the
connection, which will help remove sources of noise from any drop through the vias. Finally,
since the second design required the use of a 16-bit ADC, an analog ground and voltage source
was recommended for the implementation of the ADC. To do so, separate isolated analog and
digital grounds and voltage sources were used in PCB Layout 2. The grounds were connected using
a star point connection at one point on the board. This allows both circuits to share the same
reference ground, and keeps any sporadic current from digital sources from inducing and noise
on the ADC. Similarly, the device was powered from a separate LDO and power plane. Since
this is a prototype, the two grounds were connected using two close together exposed pads and
solder jumping them together. This provides a good connection without the use of any more parts
and allows us break the connection and implement some balancing circuitry if needed.
Server Software Implementation: JP, ML
The server code’s primary job is to process data and return it to the user. This code can be
found in the code section Code 16 - Code 30. The main languages used were python, Javascript,
and html. The python code was made to run on a Linux machine, and was tested on a Linux
machine. It should be possible, however, to run the code on any supporting OS. The Javascript is
a single page application that is meant to run in the users browser. This will run correctly on the
latest version of typical modern browsers such as Chrome. All code that was done in this project
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was done using git for version control. The repositories for the code as well as all of the
datasheets can be found in the public repositories of the user mathewleising.
Python Code: JP
The python code used for the server was split into two main sections. The first section
was used to handle the UDP communication from the Ethernet controller. The second section
was used to complete the frequency analysis on the collected data. The overview of this part of
the server software was to accept data being sent from the microcontroller, save it to a database,
and then when the frequency analysis was needed, it would access the information from this
database and do the correct calculations on it.
Some initial set up was required to make sure the python code worked as intended. The
first was to set a static IP address. This was done so the information could always be sent to the
same place. The next was to install the database tool being used. In this case, the database tool
used in this code was MongoDB. MongoDB is a NoSQL database tool that stores data in JSONlike documents. This tool was selected because it is very flexible and scalable, which is helpful
when collecting large amounts of data, from potentially many different motors. After that it was
necessary to download a few necessary python libraries, which include Pymongo and Numpy.
The use of each of these libraries will be explained in further detail below.

UDPReceive.py: JP
The first step in the UDPReceive.py was to create a database for the collected data to be
saved to. Since MongoDB wasn’t specifically designed with python in mind, another tool was
necessary to communicate between the two. This tool is known as PyMongo. It allows for
direct MongoDB calls in python scripts. So first the python script created a database, and then
selected it to be used.
The next step was to assign a socket for listening for data from the microcontroller. The
socket was created to allow for IPv4 addressing and to communicate over UDP. In the
UDPReceive code, it wasn’t necessary to assign a specific IP address to listen for since the
server should listen for data coming from any location. The socket was however bound to a
specific port. The actual number wasn’t significant, it just had to be an unused port.
Since the data being received from the microcontroller would be sent in a way that
wouldn’t be readably usable by the python code, it was necessary to define and use an unpacker.
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This unpacker would take the packed binary data and directly change it to the specified data
type. Once this data was unpacked, it then could be used anyway it was needed, such as this case
it was stored to our server. The unpacker in this situation was used for a single floating point
number, but it is easily changed to accommodate many different data types and multiple numbers
at once.
After all of the needed preliminary steps were set up, the actually data acquisition was
done in a while loop. The loop would look for data being received at the port at which it was
earlier bound to. Once this data was collected, it would be unpacked using the defined unpacker.
It would then be saved to the database created previously. The data in the database would be
saved as a single list of all of the numbers collected, in one database document. This was so it
can easily be used later for the calculation. The call to update this database document had an
assigned ID number. This made sure it always updated the same document, instead of creating a
new one each time. This would have to be changed to work with more than one motor. It could
easily be adjusted to assign an ID number based off of the IP address from which the data was
being sent from. This would allow for saving data to multiple database documents for different
motors. If the update would be called to an ID that doesn’t exist yet, it would create a document
with that ID number and store the data there. Currently the python script prints a message with
the received data, but this is an unnecessary test. It was used for troubleshooting.

UDPSend.py: JP
In order to test the receiving code and make sure it was functioning as intended, code was
written to send data to the assigned IP address and port. The IP address was defined as the static
IP address assigned in the initial set up and the port was the port assigned to listen at in the
UDPreceive code. Variables for each of these were created so they could easily be accessed.
The code would initially print the address and port the data was being sent to, but this was just a
test used for troubleshooting.
Since this was a test to make sure the data acquisition part was correct, which later would
be used to test the calculation part of the software, it was necessary to send data in which the
final result would be known. So the data being sent was a simple sine function with a frequency
at 60Hz. This way, the frequency analysis would give us a clear spike at the value of 60Hz. The
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sampling rate was set as ten times the Nyquist frequency in order to get a clear view of the graph.
In reality, this value should have been set to the sampling rate of our sensor.
When sending the data, it was necessary to create data in a way in which the
UDPReceive code would be looking for. So it was necessary to create a packer to format the
data properly. This packer would take the floating point number and convert it into binary data to
be sent, which from our understanding, is the way the microcontroller would be sending the data
to the server.
Once the preliminary steps were done to set up the data to be sent, a for loop was used to
send 1000 points of data. In this loop, only one number was sent at a time, which isn’t
necessarily how our microcontroller would be sending data, but this was used just to make sure
the receive part works as intended, so it didn’t have to be perfect. The number would be
calculated, and then packed by the defined packer. The socket would then be defined to the
specified IP address and port number. This packed data would then be sent to the assigned
location. After this was done, it waits two milliseconds for the receive code to have time to get
the data before it tries to send the next point of data.
The interaction between the UDPSend.py and the UDPReceive.py worked as intended. It
was possible to start the UDPReceive code on one computer on a network and start the UDPSend
code on another computer on the same network and have the data transfer work. It might be
necessary to go into the network settings and forward the port used to the static IP address, but
this all depends on the network being used.

FFT.py: JP
The FFT.py script was used to calculate the Fast Fourier Transform over the data saved to
the database. This was done using a python library called Numpy. Even though it is possible to
define a FFT function out of pure python script, it tends to be less efficient. The Numpy FFT
function computes the Fast Fourier Transform quite a bit faster than with pure python.
Since data from the database was being accessed, the name of the database being
accessed needs to be declared. Once the database was declared, the data could be retrieved. This
data was saved in a JSON style document, which contains some unnecessary information that
was needed to be removed before calculations could be done. The data retrieved came in the
following format:
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{‘x’: [0.0 4.635…], ‘_id’: 1}
The ID number, which was useful information, was not needed in this case. The .pop function
was used to remove the _id category. This left the following:
{‘x’: [0.0 4.635…]}
This now contained the only data entry we wanted for the calculations, but the only part of the
data entry that was necessary was the actual values. So the values were taken and stored in a list,
which then gave the following:
[[0.0 4.635…]]
This list now actually contained one more dimension then necessary, but this would be dealt with
shortly. First however, this list needed to be converted to a Numpy array. The Numpy library
contains many tools for scientific computing with Python. It contains a FFT function which is
used later, but in order to use this function, the data needed to be in the correct format, which in
this case was a Numpy array. Now the Numpy function .ravel() could be used to flatten out the
array into only one dimension. The data was now saved as the following:
array[0.0 4.635…]
This was the perfect format to use the Numpy FFT function. After the FFT was completed, the
signal was conditioned to only contain the positive half of the frequency analysis. It was also
then converted to the dB scale and adjusted so the max value was 0 and the rest are negative
compared to the value.
With the FFT being calculated, it was also necessary to create an array of the frequency
at which each one of the calculated values would be at. This was done first by finding the length
of the FFT array. With the length, the Numpy arange function was then used to create a Numpy
array of that many values 1 to N where N was the total number of values. These values were
then adjusted depending on the sampling frequency. This sampling frequency needed to match
the data that was going in to the database. The total points were then cut in half since only the
positive end of the frequency spectrum was being analyzed.

Operation: SW, PC
To operate this system connect the current acquisition unit, via the blue input wires and
tab connectors, so that the motor current will flow through it. Attach the vibration acquisition
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unit to the top of the motor. Connect an Ethernet cable to the Ethernet port on the printed circuit
board and to the web server. Logon to web application and start monitoring the connected motor.

Maintenance: SW, PC
To maintain this system ensure motor is mounted securely, and connections are tight.
Possible web application updates may come up. Database storage cleaning may be required after
every 30 days, depending on data storage constraints.

Repair: SW, PC
To repair this system first check connectivity of acquisition units, Ethernet, and power supply,
then try restarting server, although, there should not be any software or hardware repairs needed
on this system. This system is designed to monitor an electric induction motor so it is more
apparent as to when the motor will need to be repaired.

Parts List: SW, PC

The table below shows the original parts list, of the expected parts for the project

Table 11 – Original Parts list
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The table below is the revised parts list for version 1 of the project.

Table 12 – Revised Parts list Version 1

The Table below is the actual parts list for version 2 of the project

Table 13 – Actual Parts list Version 2
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Testing Procedure: SW, PC
To test the programming
1) The MCU was connected via USB to the computer
2) The oscilloscope was connected to the I/O of the MCU
3) The oscilloscope measurements the digital communication between the MCU and server
To test the system
1) The circuity was connected to the motor
2) The oscilloscope was connected each acquisition unit
3) The voltage was slowly ramped up to power motor
4) Verify the oscilloscope measurement from the acquisition units output (green wire)
Project Schedule: SW, PC
The original gantt chart below shows expected progress throughout the semester.
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Table 143 – Original Gantt chart

The actual gantt chart below shows the actual progress made during the semester. Delays with
parts, printed circuit boards, circuit revisions, Ethernet configuration and programming, and
assembly were encountered.

Table 15 – Actual Gantt chart
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• Pele Cameron, Electrical Engineer, Team Archivist
•

Mathew Leising, Computer Engineer, Team Manager

•

Joey Pease, Computer Engineer, Software Manager

•

Sean Waples, Electrical Engineer, Hardware Manager

Conclusions & Recommendations: ML
Fault monitoring and detection systems for induction motors have existed for some time.
These systems accomplish the goal, but they do not look address larger problems. A system as
explained provides a platform for extensive fault monitor solutions and provide a basis to create
a system for fault monitoring for a network of devices. This can provide new information into an
important field and further increase uptime for products. The product suggested above is just one
variation of a solution. Many parts of the hardware design could be changed to fit specific needs
for a customer, especially the Internet connectivity portion. This product could be designed to
have expansion packs or optional circuitry components that could provide Wi-Fi, Zigbee,
Bluetooth, and many other forms of communication to transfer the sensor information. This
product can also be extended to big data implementation and scaled to create artificial-neural
networks. Also, it provides a platform for third party maintenance. To lower costs, it would be
advised to further optimize and shrink the board layout using small capacitors and by integrating
the Ethernet into the board design. This will increase the amount of boards that can be
manufactured in a single run as well provide a good design for pick-and-place assembly. The
server applications can be further modified to run in Linux Containers using some of the newer
technologies that can monitor and automatically scale the application.
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Schematic 1 - Main Controller Revision One
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Schematic 2 - Main Controller Revision Two
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Schematic 3 - Current Sensor Signal Conditioning
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Schematic 4 - Current Sensor Signal Conditioning
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PCB Layout 1 - Main Controller Board Revision One
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PCB Layout 2 - Main Controller Board Revision Two
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PCB Layout 3 - Current Signal Conditioning
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PCB Layout 4 - Vibration Signal Conditioning
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Code 1 - main.c Main for main controller board revision two
/*
* File: main.c
* Author: mtleising
*
* Created on March 25, 2015, 11:16 AM
*/
#include <xc.h>
#include <sys/attribs.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "w5200.h"
#include "max110.h"
// DEVCFG3
// USERID = No Setting
#pragma config PMDL1WAY = ON
(Allow only one reconfiguration)
#pragma config IOL1WAY = ON
only one reconfiguration)
#pragma config FUSBIDIO = ON
Module)
#pragma config FVBUSONIO = ON
USB Module)

// Peripheral Module Disable Configuration
// Peripheral Pin Select Configuration (Allow
// USB USID Selection (Controlled by the USB
// USB VBUS ON Selection (Controlled by

// DEVCFG2
#pragma config FPLLIDIV = DIV_2
// PLL Input Divider (2x Divider)
#pragma config FPLLMUL = MUL_20
// PLL Multiplier (20x Multiplier), MUL_24
for 48
#pragma config UPLLIDIV = DIV_12
// USB PLL Input Divider (12x Divider)
#pragma config UPLLEN = OFF
// USB PLL Enable (Disabled and Bypassed)
#pragma config FPLLODIV = DIV_2
// System PLL Output Clock Divider (PLL
Divide by 2)
// DEVCFG1
#pragma config FNOSC = PRIPLL
// Oscillator Selection Bits (Primary Osc
w/PLL (XT+,HS+,EC+PLL))
#pragma config FSOSCEN = ON
// Secondary Oscillator Enable (Enabled)
#pragma config IESO = ON
// Internal/External Switch Over (Enabled)
#pragma config POSCMOD = HS
// Primary Oscillator Configuration (HS osc
mode)
#pragma config OSCIOFNC = OFF
// CLKO Output Signal Active on the OSCO
Pin (Disabled)
#pragma config FPBDIV = DIV_1
// Peripheral Clock Divisor (Pb_Clk is
Sys_Clk/1)
#pragma config FCKSM = CSDCMD
// Clock Switching and Monitor Selection
(Clock Switch Disable, FSCM Disabled)
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#pragma config WDTPS = PS1048576
// Watchdog Timer Postscaler (1:1048576)
#pragma config WINDIS = OFF
// Watchdog Timer Window Enable
(Watchdog Timer is in Non-Window Mode)
#pragma config FWDTEN = OFF
// Watchdog Timer Enable (WDT Disabled
(SWDTEN Bit Controls))
#pragma config FWDTWINSZ = WINSZ_25 // Watchdog Timer Window Size
(Window Size is 25%)
// DEVCFG0
#pragma config JTAGEN = ON
// JTAG Enable (JTAG Port Enabled)
#pragma config ICESEL = ICS_PGx3
// ICE/ICD Comm Channel Select
(Communicate on PGEC3/PGED3)
#pragma config PWP = OFF
// Program Flash Write Protect (Disable)
#pragma config BWP = OFF
// Boot Flash Write Protect bit (Protection
Disabled)
#pragma config CP = OFF
// Code Protect (Protection Disabled)
#define PPS_UNLOCK CFGCONbits.IOLOCK = 0;
#define PPS_LOCK CFGCONbits.IOLOCK = 1;
#define EXT1_INT_MASK 0x00000100
#define EXT2_INT_MASK 0x00002000
#define EXT3_INT_MASK 0x00040000
#define EXT4_INT_MASK 0x00800000
// Function prototypes
int main(void);
void sysyem_initialize(void);
void die(int intr);
MAX110_d sensors;
int test;
int main(void)
{
test = 0;
sysyem_initialize();
while(1)
{
//w5200_buff(0xFF);
w5200_update();
}
return 1;
}
void sysyem_initialize(void)
{
PPS_UNLOCK;
// General Config
// May not need this...
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//SYSTEMConfig(SYS_FREQ, SYS_CFG_WAIT_STATES | SYS_CFG_PCACHE);
// Ports
// Set all digital
ANSELA = 0x0000;
ANSELB = 0x0000;
ANSELC = 0x0000;
// Config IO
TRISA = PORTA_CONFIG;
TRISB = PORTB_CONFIG;
TRISC = PORTC_CONFIG;
// Set all pins to low
LATA = 0x0000;
LATB = 0x0000;
LATC = 0x0000;
// STATUS: Red for not ready
LED1_G_OFF;
LED2_G_OFF;
LED1_R_ON;
LED2_R_ON;
// SPI
spi_init();
// INT PPS
INT1R = ADC_OFLW_INT;
INT2R = ADC_FLT_INT;
INT3R = ADC_DATA_READY;
INT4R = ETH_INT;
// Interrupt config
INTCON = EX_CON; // Edge trigger stuff here...
// Step 1: Disable Interrupts (Just kill em all Bow Bow Brrrrap)
// Note: Don't know if I should actually kill them all...
IEC0CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IEC1CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IFS0CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IFS1CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
// Step 2: Set Priorities (PIC favorites.. hehe)
// Once again, clear all priorities...
IPC0CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC1CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC2CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC3CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
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IPC4CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC5CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC6CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC7CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC8CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC9CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IPC10CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
// Set all priorities... H 7-0 Off
IPC1SET = 0b00000100000000000000000000000000; // 1 OVERFLOW
IPC2SET = 0b00001000000000000000000000000000; // 2 FAULT
IPC3SET = 0b00011100000000000000000000000000; // 7 SAMPLE
IPC4SET = 0b00001100000000000000000000000000; // 3 ETH
// Step 3: Clear interrupt flags
IFS0CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IFS1CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
while (w5200_init()<0)
;
max110_init();
// Step 4: Enable Interrupts
IEC0SET = 0b00000000100001000010000100000000;
INTEnableSystemMultiVectoredInt();
PPS_LOCK;
// Init devices before turning on
// STATUS: Green, pic and devices ready
LED1_R_OFF;
LED2_R_OFF;
LED1_G_ON;
LED2_G_ON;
get_data(&sensors);
}
void oops(int intr)
{
// Disable Interrupts, indicate hard reset
//IEC0CLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
switch (intr) {
case 1:
LED1_R_ON;
LED2_R_OFF;
LED1_G_OFF;
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LED2_G_ON;
break;
case 2:
LED1_R_OFF;
LED2_R_ON;
LED1_G_OFF;
LED2_G_OFF;
break;
case 3:
LED1_R_OFF;
LED2_R_OFF;
LED1_G_ON;
LED2_G_OFF;
break;
case 4:
LED1_R_ON;
LED2_R_OFF;
LED1_G_OFF;
LED2_G_OFF;
break;
}
}
void __ISR(_EXTERNAL_3_VECTOR, IPL7AUTO) _External3Handler(void) {
// clear the interrupt flag
IFS0CLR = EXT3_INT_MASK;
LED1_R_OFF;
LED2_R_OFF;
LED1_G_ON;
LED2_G_OFF;
get_data(&sensors);
if (w5200_buff(sensors.data_2)<0)
oops(3);
LED1_R_OFF;
LED2_R_ON;
LED1_G_OFF;
LED2_G_OFF;
}
void __ISR(_EXTERNAL_4_VECTOR, IPL3AUTO) _External4Handler(void)
{
IFS0CLR = EXT4_INT_MASK;
// Disable Interrupts, indicate hard reset
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oops(4);
}
void __ISR(_EXTERNAL_2_VECTOR, IPL2AUTO) _External2Handler(void)
{
IFS0CLR = EXT2_INT_MASK;
// Disable Interrupts, indicate hard reset
oops(2);
while (ADC_FLT_CHK == 0)
;
//get_data(&sensors);
}
void __ISR(_EXTERNAL_1_VECTOR, IPL1AUTO) _External1Handler(void)
{
IFS0CLR = EXT1_INT_MASK;
// Disable Interrupts, indicate hard reset
oops(1);
while (ADC_OFW_CHK == 0)
;
//get_data(&sensors);
}
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Code 2 - delay.c Provides basic time functionality
#include "delay.h"
void delay_for_1000_nops_x (uint16_t n)
{
while (n --)
{
int i;
for (i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
asm volatile ("nop");
}
}
void delay_for_1000_nops ()
{
delay_for_1000_nops_x (1);
}
// The following function is adopted from
// Digital Design and Computer Architecture
// by David Harris & Sarah Harris
void delay_micros (uint16_t n)
{
const uint16_t function_overhead = 6;
while (n > 1000) // To avoid timer overflow
{
delay_micros (1000);
n -= 1000;
}
if (n > function_overhead)
{
T2CONCLR = 0xFFFFFFFF;
IFS0CLR = 0x00000200;
TMR2 = 0;
PR2 = (n - function_overhead) * (PBCLK_FREQUENCY / 1000) / 1000;
T2CONSET = 0x00008000;
while (!IFS0bits.T2IF) // Wait until overflow flag is set
;
}
}
void delay_millis (uint16_t n)
{
while (n --)
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delay_micros (1000);
}
void delay_seconds (uint16_t n)
{
while (n --)
delay_millis (1000);
}
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Code 3 - spi.c Generic SPI functionality
#include <stdint.h>
#include "spi.h"
#include "delay.h"
#include "config.h"
//bit 15, ON: SPI on bit
//bit 8, CKE: Clock Edge Select bit
//bit 6, CKP: Clock Polarity Select bit
//bit 5, MSTEN: Master Mode Enable bit
#define SPI1_8 SPI1CON = 0x8020
#define SPI1_16 SPI1CON = 0x8420
#define SPI2_8 SPI2CON = 0x8120
#define SPI2_16 SPI2CON = 0x8520
#define SPI1_READY (SPI1STAT & 0x0001)
#define SPI2_READY (SPI2STAT & 0x0001)
void spi_init ()
{
int rData;
SDI1R = SDI1;
RPB13R = SDO1;
SDI2R = SDI2;
RPC3R = SDO2;
SPI1CON = 0; // Stops and resets the SPI1.
rData=SPI1BUF; // clears the receive buffer
SPI1BRG=0x00; // use FPB/2 clock frequency
SPI1STATCLR=0x40; // clear the Overflow
SPI2CON = 0; // Stops and resets the SPI1.
rData=SPI2BUF; // clears the receive buffer
SPI2BRG=0x00; // use FPB/2 clock frequency
SPI2STATCLR=0x40; // clear the Overflow
SPI2_8;
}
uint8_t spi1_8(uint8_t data)
{
SPI1BUF = data;
while (!SPI1_READY); // wait until SPI transmission complete
return SPI1BUF;
}
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uint16_t spi1_16(uint16_t data)
{
SPI1BUF = data;
while (!SPI1_READY); // wait until SPI transmission complete
return SPI1BUF;
}
uint32_t spi1_32(uint32_t data)
{
SPI1BUF = data;
while (!SPI1_READY); // wait until SPI transmission complete
return SPI1BUF;
}
uint8_t spi2_8(uint8_t data)
{
SPI2BUF = data;
while (!SPI2_READY); // wait until SPI transmission complete
return SPI2BUF;
}
uint16_t spi2_16(uint16_t data)
{
uint16_t tmp = 0;
SPI2BUF = data >> 8;
while (!SPI2_READY); // wait until SPI transmission complete
tmp = SPI2BUF << 8;
SPI2BUF = data & 0xFF;
while (!SPI2_READY); // wait until SPI transmission complete
tmp = tmp | (SPI2BUF & 0xFF);
return tmp;
}
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Code 4 - max110.c Controls functionality of MAX110 ADCs
#include <stdint.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "max110.h"
#include "delay.h"
#define SPI1_8 SPI1CON = 0x8020
#define SPI1_16 SPI1CON = 0x8420
#define SPI1_32 SPI1CON = 0x8820
#define SPI8(data) spi1_8(data)
#define SPI16(data) spi1_16(data)
#define SPI32(data) spi1_32(data)
void max110_init(void)
{
ADC_CS_STOP;
delay_millis(100);
SPI1_8;
ADC_CS_START;
SPI8(MAX110_WRITE | R_CONFIG);
SPI8(MAX110_RST);
ADC_CS_STOP;
delay_millis(100);
ADC_CS_START;
SPI8(MAX110_WRITE | R_CONFIG);
SPI8(CONFIG);
ADC_CS_STOP;
delay_millis(100);
}
void get_data(MAX110_d *data)
{
uint32_t tmp[3];
SPI1_8;
ADC_CS_START;
SPI8(R_DATA);
SPI1_32;
tmp[0] = SPI32(0x000000);
tmp[1] = SPI32(0x000000);
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tmp[2] = SPI32(0x000000);
data->data_1 = (uint16_t)((tmp[0]>>8)&0xFFFF); // CH3
data->data_2 = (uint16_t)(tmp[1]&0xFFFF); // CH2
data->data_3 = (uint16_t)((tmp[1]>>24)|(tmp[3]&0xFF)); // CH1
data->data_4 = (uint16_t)((tmp[3]>>16)&0xFFFF); // CH0
ADC_CS_STOP;
}
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Code 5 - w5200.c Interfaces with W5200 controller at a high level
#include <stdint.h>
#include "w5200_config.h"
#include "w5200.h"
#include "w5200_regs.h"
#include "w5200_io.h"
#include "config.h"
#include "spi.h"
#include "delay.h"
#define QUEUESIZE 50
int count;
int sock;
int16_t qd[QUEUESIZE];
int16_t *fst;
int16_t *lst;
void hard_reset(void);
int w5200_init(void)
{
count = 0;
sock = 0;
fst = &qd[0];
lst = &qd[0];
// Turn everything on
W5200_PWR_ON;
W5200_CS_STOP;
W5200_RST_STOP;
// Give it some time
delay_millis(200);
// Go hard in the paint
hard_reset();
uint8_t vsr = read_VRSN();
while(vsr != 0x03)
{
vsr = read_VRSN();
delay_for_1000_nops_x(8);
}
write_MR(MR_CONF);
write_GAR(gateway_ip);
write_SUBR(w52_const_subnet_classC);
write_SHAR(w52_const_mac_default);
write_SIPR(w52_const_ip_default);
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// write_IMR(IMR_CONF);
// write_IMR(IMR2_CONF);
// write_IR2(IR2_CONF);
//write_PHYST(PHY_CONF);
return init_sockets();
}
int w5200_buff(int16_t data)
{
if (count >= QUEUESIZE)
return -1;
if (count == 0) // empty
{
count = 1;
fst = &qd[0];
lst = &qd[0];
}
else // 1 thing queued
{
count++;
if (lst == &qd[QUEUESIZE-1])
{
lst = &qd[0];
}
else
{
lst++;
}
}
*lst = data;
return 0;
}
void w5200_update(void)
{
int16_t data;
if (count > 0)
{
data = *fst;
if (count != 1)
{
if (fst == &qd[QUEUESIZE-1])
{
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fst = &qd[0];
}
else
{
fst++;
}
}
else
{
fst = &qd[0];
lst = &qd[0];
}
count--;
//Place data in socket
put_socket(data);
}
}
void hard_reset(void)
{
W5200_RST_START;
delay_millis(200); // Asks for 150m, 200 to be safe
W5200_RST_STOP;
delay_millis(200); // Asks for 150m, 200 to be safe
}
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Code 6 - w5200_sock.c Controls the sockets of W5200
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdint.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "w5200_config.h"
#include "w5200_buf.h"
#include "w5200_io.h"
#include "w5200_sock.h"
int put_socket(uint16_t data);
int sendUDP(uint16_t s);
void exec_cmdSn(uint16_t s, uint8_t _cmd);
/* Open socket information */
typedef struct {
uint16_t dst_mask;
uint16_t dst_ptr;
} WIZNETSocketState;
WIZNETSocketState w52_sockets[W52_MAX_SOCKETS];
uint16_t current_sock; // 0-7
uint16_t data_count;

int init_sockets() {
current_sock = 0;
data_count = 0;
uint16_t i;
uint16_t s;
for (i = 0; i < W52_MAX_SOCKETS; i++) {
s = read_SnSR(i);
if (s == W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_CLOSED || s ==
W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_FIN_WAIT) {
write_SnIRM(i, SOCK_IMR_CONF);
write_SnMR(i,
W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_UDP);//W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_IPRAW &
0x0F);//W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_UDP);
write_SnPORT(i, i);
write_SnDHAR(i, dest_mac);
write_SnDIPR(i, dest_ip);
write_SnDPORT(i, DST_PORT);
//write_SnMSSR(i,1472);

exec_cmdSn(i, W52_SOCK_CMD_OPEN);
} else {
// Not all ports available...
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return -ENFILE;
}
}
for (i = 0; i < W52_MAX_SOCKETS; i++) {
uint8_t sr = read_SnSR(i);
if (sr != W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_UDP)
return -ENFILE;
uint16_t ptr = read_SnTX_WR(i);
uint16_t offset = ptr & 0x07FF;
uint16_t dstAddr = offset + 0x8000+(i*0x0800);
w52_sockets[i].dst_mask = offset;
w52_sockets[i].dst_ptr = dstAddr;
wiznet_w_buff(w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_ptr, dest_ip, 4);
w52_sockets[i].dst_ptr += 4;
wiznet_w_reg16(w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_ptr, DST_PORT);
w52_sockets[i].dst_ptr += 2;
wiznet_w_reg16(w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_ptr, 480);
w52_sockets[i].dst_ptr += 2;
}
return 0;
}
int put_socket(uint16_t data) {
// Send data to W5200 buffer
wiznet_w_reg16(w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_ptr, data);
w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_ptr += 2;
data_count += 2;
//w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_write_ptr += 2;
if (data_count > 2038)
{
data_count = 0;
if (!sendUDP(current_sock));
return -ENFILE;
//w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_write_ptr =
w52_sockets[current_sock].dst_base_ptr;
if (current_sock<7)
{
current_sock++;
}
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else
{
current_sock = 0;
}
}
}
int sendUDP(uint16_t s)
{
exec_cmdSn(current_sock,
W52_SOCK_CMD_SEND_MAC);//W52_SOCK_CMD_SEND);//W52_SOCK_CMD_SEN
D_MAC);
while ( (read_SnIR(s) & W52_SOCK_IR_SEND_OK) != W52_SOCK_IR_SEND_OK )
{
if (read_SnIR(s) & W52_SOCK_IR_TIMEOUT)
{
write_SnIR(s, (W52_SOCK_IR_SEND_OK|W52_SOCK_IR_TIMEOUT));
return -ENFILE;
}
}
write_SnIR(s, W52_SOCK_IR_SEND_OK);
uint16_t ptr = read_SnTX_WR(s);
uint16_t offset = ptr & 0x07FF;
uint16_t dstAddr = offset + 0x8000+(s*0x0800);
w52_sockets[s].dst_mask = offset;
w52_sockets[s].dst_ptr = dstAddr;
wiznet_w_buff(w52_sockets[s].dst_ptr, dest_ip, 4);
w52_sockets[s].dst_ptr += 4;
wiznet_w_reg16(w52_sockets[s].dst_ptr, DST_PORT);
w52_sockets[s].dst_ptr += 2;
wiznet_w_reg16(w52_sockets[s].dst_ptr, 480);
w52_sockets[s].dst_ptr += 2;
/* Sent ok */
return 0;
}
void exec_cmdSn(uint16_t s, uint8_t _cmd) {
// Send command to socket
write_SnCR(s, _cmd);
// Wait for command to complete
while (read_SnCR(s))
;
}
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Code 7 - w5200_io.c Controls IO to W5200 controller
#include <stdint.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "w5200_io.h"
#include "spi.h"
#include "delay.h"
#define W52_INT4R RPC0
#define W52_SDI2 RPC3
#define W52_SDO2 RPC1
#define CHN SPI_CHANNEL1
#define SPI8(data) spi2_8(data)
#define SPI16(data) spi2_16(data)
void wiznet_w_reg(uint16_t addr, uint8_t val)
{
W5200_CS_START;
SPI8(addr >> 8);
SPI8(addr & 0xFF);
SPI8(W52_SPI_OPCODE_WRITE >> 8);
SPI8(0x01);
SPI8(val);
W5200_CS_STOP;
}
uint8_t wiznet_r_reg(uint16_t addr)
{
uint8_t val;
W5200_CS_START;
SPI8(addr >> 8);
SPI8(addr & 0xFF);
SPI8(W52_SPI_OPCODE_READ >> 8);
SPI8(0x01);
val = SPI8(0x00);
W5200_CS_STOP;
return val;
}
void wiznet_w_reg16(uint16_t addr, uint16_t val)
{
W5200_CS_START;
// SPI8(addr >> 8);
// SPI8(addr & 0xFF);
// SPI8(W52_SPI_OPCODE_WRITE >> 8);
// SPI8(0x02);
// SPI8((uint8_t)(val >> 8));
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// SPI8((uint8_t)(val & 0xFF));
SPI16(addr);
SPI16(W52_SPI_OPCODE_WRITE | 0x0002);
SPI16(val);
W5200_CS_STOP;
}
uint16_t wiznet_r_reg16(uint16_t addr)
{
uint16_t val;

//
//
//
//
//
//

W5200_CS_START;
SPI8(addr >> 8);
SPI8(addr & 0xFF);
SPI8(W52_SPI_OPCODE_READ >> 8);
SPI8(0x02);
val = SPI8(0x00) << 8;
val = val | SPI8(0x00) & 0xFF;
SPI16(addr);
SPI16(W52_SPI_OPCODE_READ | 0x0002);
val = val | SPI16(0x0000);
W5200_CS_STOP;
return val;

}
void wiznet_w_set(uint16_t addr, uint16_t len, uint8_t val)
{
uint16_t i;
if (!len) {
return;
}
W5200_CS_START;
SPI8(addr >> 8);
SPI8(addr & 0xFF);
SPI8((W52_SPI_OPCODE_WRITE >> 8) | (len >> 8) );
SPI8(len & 0xFF);
for (i=0; i < len; i++) {
SPI8(val);
}
W5200_CS_STOP;
}
void wiznet_w_buff(uint16_t addr, uint8_t *buf, uint16_t len)
{
uint16_t i;
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if (!len) {
return;
}
W5200_CS_START;
SPI8(addr >> 8);
SPI8(addr & 0xFF);
SPI8((W52_SPI_OPCODE_WRITE >> 8) | (len >> 8) );
SPI8(len & 0xFF);
for (i=0; i < len; i++) {
SPI8(buf[i]);
}
W5200_CS_STOP;
}
void wiznet_r_buff(uint16_t addr, uint8_t *buf, uint16_t len)
{
uint16_t i;
if (!len) {
return;
}
W5200_CS_START;
SPI8(addr >> 8);
SPI8(addr & 0xFF);
SPI8((W52_SPI_OPCODE_READ >> 8) | (len >> 8) );
SPI8(len & 0xFF);
for (i=0; i < len; i++) {
buf[i] = SPI8(0x00);
}
W5200_CS_STOP;
}
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Code 8 - config.h General shared configuration for project
/*
* File: config.h
* Author: mtleising
*
* Created on April 3, 2015, 5:22 PM
*/
#ifndef CONFIG_H
#define
CONFIG_H
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
#define SYS_FREQ (40000000L) // (48000000L)
#define FOSC SYS_FREQ
#define PB_DIV 1 // NOTE THIS MAY CHANGE
#define PRESCALE 64
//Last # equals ticks, IE xticks @ FOSC/PB_DIV/PRESCALE. Page 155
#define T1_TICK (FOSC/PB_DIV/PRESCALE/64)
#define PBCLK_FREQUENCY SYS_FREQ/PB_DIV
#define LED_R1_B7 BIT_7
#define LED_G1_B8 BIT_8
#define LED_PORTB (LED_R1_B7 | LED_G1_B8)
#define LED_R2_C4 BIT_4
#define LED_G2_C5 BIT_5
#define LED_PORTC (LED_R2_C4 | LED_G2_C5)
// External Interupt
#define EX_CON 0x1000
// Peripheral Pin Select
#define ADC_DATA_READY 0b0110
#define ETH_INT 0b0110
#define ADC_FLT_INT 0b0101
#define ADC_OFLW_INT 0b0100
#define SDI1 0b0011
#define SDO1 0b0011
#define SDI2 0b0110
#define SDO2 0b0100
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// May not need any inputs (all are pph)
#define PORTA_CONFIG TRISA = 0x0000
#define PORTB_CONFIG TRISB = 0x0A00 // 0x0000 PPS Inputs
#define PORTC_CONFIG TRISC = 0x01C3 // 0x0080 PPS Inputs
// Output Ports
#define LED1_R_ON LATBbits.LATB7 = 1
#define LED1_R_OFF LATBbits.LATB7 = 0
#define LED1_G_ON LATBbits.LATB8 = 1
#define LED1_G_OFF LATBbits.LATB8 = 0
#define LED2_R_ON LATCbits.LATC4 = 1
#define LED2_R_OFF LATCbits.LATC4 = 0
#define LED2_G_ON LATCbits.LATC5 = 1
#define LED2_G_OFF LATCbits.LATC5 = 0
#define W5200_PWR_ON LATAbits.LATA8 = 0
#define W5200_PWR_OFF LATAbits.LATA8 = 1
#define W5200_CS_START LATBbits.LATB3 = 0
#define W5200_CS_STOP LATBbits.LATB3 = 1
#define W5200_RST_START LATBbits.LATB2 = 0
#define W5200_RST_STOP LATBbits.LATB2 = 1
#define ADC_CS_START LATBbits.LATB10 = 0
#define ADC_CS_STOP LATBbits.LATB10 = 1
// Input Ports
#define ADC_FLT_CHK PORTCbits.RC6
#define ADC_OFW_CHK PORTBbits.RB9
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* CONFIG_H */
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Code 9 - delay.h Public declarations for delay.c
/*
* File: delay.h
* Author: mtleising
*
* Created on April 3, 2015, 5:21 PM
*/
#ifndef DELAY_H
#define
DELAY_H
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
#include <stdint.h>
#include "config.h"
void delay_for_1000_nops_x (uint16_t n);
void delay_for_1000_nops ();
void delay_micros
(uint16_t n);
void delay_millis
(uint16_t n);
void delay_seconds
(uint16_t n);
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* DELAY_H */
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Code 10 - spi.h SPI public declarations for spi.c
/*
* File: spi.h
* Author: mtleising
*
* Created on April 7, 2015, 4:32 PM
*/
#ifndef SPI_H
#define
SPI_H
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
#include <stdint.h>
void spi1_init(void);
void spi2_init(void);
uint8_t spi1_8(uint8_t data);
uint16_t spi1_16(uint16_t data);
uint32_t spi1_32(uint32_t data);
uint8_t spi2_8(uint8_t data);
uint16_t spi2_16(uint16_t data);
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* SPI_H */
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Code 11 - max110.h Public declarations for max110.c
/*
* File: max110.h
* Author: mathewleising
*
* Created on April 15, 2015, 2:44 PM
*/
#ifndef MAX110_H
#define
MAX110_H
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
#include <stdint.h>
#define MAX110_READ 0x80
#define MAX110_WRITE 0x00
#define R_SMPL_INST 0b1000000 // 32 bits
#define R_DATA_RATE_CNT 0b1010000 // 16 bits
#define R_CONFIG 0b1100000 // 8 bits
#define R_DATA 0b1110000 // 96 bits
#define MAX110_RST 0x40
#define SMPL_INST 0x000000
#define CONFIG 0x10
#define DATA_RATE_CNT 0x0000
typedef struct {
uint16_t data_1;
uint16_t data_2;
uint16_t data_3;
uint16_t data_4;
} MAX110_d;
void max110_init(void);
void get_data(MAX110_d *data);
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* MAX110_H */
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Code 12 - w5200.h Public declarations for w5200.c
/*
* File: w5200.h
* Author: mtleising
*
* Created on April 7, 2015, 5:45 PM
*/
#ifndef W5200_H
#define
W5200_H
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
#include <stdint.h>
#include "w5200_io.h"
int w5200_init(void);
int w5200_buff(int16_t data);
void w5200_update(void);

#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* W5200_H */
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Code 13 - w5200_regs.h Configuration register definitions for W5200
/* Wiznet W5200 Ethernet Controller
* Register & bit config file
*/
#ifndef W5200_REGS_H
#define W5200_REGS_H

/* SPI opcode */
#define W52_SPI_OPCODE_READ 0x0000
#define W52_SPI_OPCODE_WRITE 0x8000
/* Register file */
#define W52_MR 0x0000
#define W52_GATEWAY 0x0001
#define W52_GAR0 0x0001
#define W52_GAR1 0x0002
#define W52_GAR2 0x0003
#define W52_GAR3 0x0004
#define W52_SUBNETMASK 0x0005
#define W52_SUBR0 0x0005
#define W52_SUBR1 0x0006
#define W52_SUBR2 0x0007
#define W52_SUBR3 0x0008
#define W52_SOURCEMAC 0x0009
#define W52_SHAR0 0x0009
#define W52_SHAR1 0x000A
#define W52_SHAR2 0x000B
#define W52_SHAR3 0x000C
#define W52_SHAR4 0x000D
#define W52_SHAR5 0x000E
#define W52_SOURCEIP 0x000F
#define W52_SIPR0 0x000F
#define W52_SIPR1 0x0010
#define W52_SIPR2 0x0011
#define W52_SIPR3 0x0012
#define W52_IR 0x0015
#define W52_IMR 0x0016
#define W52_RTR0 0x0017
#define W52_RTR1 0x0018
#define W52_RCR 0x0019
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#define W52_RMSR 0x001A
#define W52_TMSR 0x001B
#define W52_PPPOE_AUTHTYPE 0x001C
#define W52_PATR0 0x001C
#define W52_PATR1 0x001D
#define W52_PPPALGO 0x001E
#define W52_VERSIONR 0x001F
#define W52_PTIMER 0x0028
#define W52_PMAGIC 0x0029
#define W52_UIPR 0x002A
#define W52_UPORT 0x002E
#define W52_INTLEVEL0 0x0030
#define W52_INTLEVEL1 0x0031
#define W52_IR2 0x0034
#define W52_PHYSTATUS 0x0035
#define W52_IMR2 0x0036
/* Per-Socket register file; location is W52_SOCK_BASE +
W52_SOCK_OFFSET*Sock# + register */
#define W52_SOCK_BASE 0x4000
#define W52_SOCK_OFFSET 0x0100
#define W52_SOCK_REG_RESOLVE(a, b) (W52_SOCK_BASE + W52_SOCK_OFFSET
* a + b)

#define W52_SOCK_MR 0x4000
#define W52_SOCK_CR 0x4001
#define W52_SOCK_IR 0x4002
#define W52_SOCK_SR 0x4003
#define W52_SOCK_SRCPORT 0x4004
#define W52_SOCK_PORT0 0x4004
#define W52_SOCK_PORT1 0x4005
#define W52_SOCK_DESTMAC 0x4006
#define W52_SOCK_DHAR0 0x4006
#define W52_SOCK_DHAR1 0x4007
#define W52_SOCK_DHAR2 0x4008
#define W52_SOCK_DHAR3 0x4009
#define W52_SOCK_DHAR4 0x400A
#define W52_SOCK_DHAR5 0x400B
#define W52_SOCK_DESTIP 0x400C
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#define W52_SOCK_DIPR0 0x400C
#define W52_SOCK_DIPR1 0x400D
#define W52_SOCK_DIPR2 0x400E
#define W52_SOCK_DIPR3 0x400F
#define W52_SOCK_DESTPORT 0x4010
#define W52_SOCK_DPORT0 0x4010
#define W52_SOCK_DPORT1 0x4011
#define W52_SOCK_MSS 0x4012
#define W52_SOCK_MSSR0 0x4012
#define W52_SOCK_MSSR1 0x4013
#define W52_SOCK_PROTO 0x4014
#define W52_SOCK_TOS 0x4015
#define W52_SOCK_TTL 0x4016
#define W52_SOCK_RXMEM_SIZE 0x401E
#define W52_SOCK_TXMEM_SIZE 0x401F
#define W52_SOCK_TXFREE_SIZE 0x4020
#define W52_SOCK_TX_FSR0 0x4020
#define W52_SOCK_TX_FSR1 0x4021
#define W52_SOCK_TX_READPTR 0x4022
#define W52_SOCK_TX_RD0 0x4022
#define W52_SOCK_TX_RD1 0x4023
#define W52_SOCK_TX_WRITEPTR 0x4024
#define W52_SOCK_TX_WR0 0x4024
#define W52_SOCK_TX_WR1 0x4025
#define W52_SOCK_RX_RECVSIZE 0x4026
#define W52_SOCK_RX_RSR0 0x4026
#define W52_SOCK_RX_RSR1 0x4027
#define W52_SOCK_RX_READPTR 0x4028
#define W52_SOCK_RX_RD0 0x4028
#define W52_SOCK_RX_RD1 0x4029
#define W52_SOCK_RX_WRITEPTR 0x402A
#define W52_SOCK_RX_WR0 0x402A
#define W52_SOCK_RX_WR1 0x402B
#define W52_SOCK_IMR 0x402C
#define W52_SOCK_FRAGOFFSET 0x402D
#define W52_SOCK_FRAG0 0x402D
#define W52_SOCK_FRAG1 0x402E
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//#define W52_SOCK_MR 0x0000
//#define W52_SOCK_CR 0x0001
//#define W52_SOCK_IR 0x0002
//#define W52_SOCK_SR 0x0003
//
//#define W52_SOCK_SRCPORT 0x0004
//#define W52_SOCK_PORT0 0x0004
//#define W52_SOCK_PORT1 0x0005
//
//#define W52_SOCK_DESTMAC 0x0006
//#define W52_SOCK_DHAR0 0x0006
//#define W52_SOCK_DHAR1 0x0007
//#define W52_SOCK_DHAR2 0x0008
//#define W52_SOCK_DHAR3 0x0009
//#define W52_SOCK_DHAR4 0x000A
//#define W52_SOCK_DHAR5 0x000B
//
//#define W52_SOCK_DESTIP 0x000C
//#define W52_SOCK_DIPR0 0x000C
//#define W52_SOCK_DIPR1 0x000D
//#define W52_SOCK_DIPR2 0x000E
//#define W52_SOCK_DIPR3 0x000F
//
//#define W52_SOCK_DESTPORT 0x0010
//#define W52_SOCK_DPORT0 0x0010
//#define W52_SOCK_DPORT1 0x0011
//
//#define W52_SOCK_MSS 0x0012
//#define W52_SOCK_MSSR0 0x0012
//#define W52_SOCK_MSSR1 0x0013
//
//#define W52_SOCK_PROTO 0x0014
//#define W52_SOCK_TOS 0x0015
//#define W52_SOCK_TTL 0x0016
//
//#define W52_SOCK_RXMEM_SIZE 0x001E
//#define W52_SOCK_TXMEM_SIZE 0x001F
//
//#define W52_SOCK_TXFREE_SIZE 0x0020
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_FSR0 0x0020
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_FSR1 0x0021
//
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_READPTR 0x0022
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_RD0 0x0022
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_RD1 0x0023
//
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_WRITEPTR 0x0024
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_WR0 0x0024
//#define W52_SOCK_TX_WR1 0x0025
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//
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_RECVSIZE 0x0026
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_RSR0 0x0026
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_RSR1 0x0027
//
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_READPTR 0x0028
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_RD0 0x0028
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_RD1 0x0029
//
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_WRITEPTR 0x002A
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_WR0 0x002A
//#define W52_SOCK_RX_WR1 0x002B
//
//#define W52_SOCK_IMR 0x002C
//
//#define W52_SOCK_FRAGOFFSET 0x002D
//#define W52_SOCK_FRAG0 0x002D
//#define W52_SOCK_FRAG1 0x002E
/* TX & RX memory buffers */
#define W52_TXMEM_BASE 0x8000
#define W52_RXMEM_BASE 0xC000
/* Register bits */
#define W52_MR_RST 0x80
#define W52_MR_WOL 0x20
#define W52_MR_PB 0x10
#define W52_MR_PPPOE 0x08
#define W52_IR_CONFLICT 0x80
#define W52_IR_PPPOE 0x20
#define W52_PPPOE_AUTHTYPE_PAP 0xC023
#define W52_PPPOE_AUTHTYPE_CHAP 0xC223
#define W52_PHYSTATUS_LINK 0x20
#define W52_PHYSTATUS_POWERSAVE 0x10
#define W52_PHYSTATUS_POWERDOWN 0x08
#define W52_IMR2_IPCONFLICT 0x80
#define W52_IMR2_PPPOECLOSE 0x20
#define W52_SOCK_MR_MULTI 0x80
#define W52_SOCK_MR_MF 0x40
#define W52_SOCK_MR_ND 0x20
#define W52_SOCK_MR_MC 0x20
#define W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_CLOSED 0x0
#define W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_TCP 0x1
#define W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_UDP 0x2
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#define W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_IPRAW 0x3
#define W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_MACRAW 0x4
#define W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_PPPOE 0x5
#define IPPROTO_TCP W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_TCP
#define IPPROTO_UDP W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_UDP
#define IPPROTO_IP W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_IPRAW
#define IPPROTO_NONE W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_MACRAW
#define IPPROTO_PPPOE W52_SOCK_MR_PROTO_PPPOE
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_OPEN 0x01
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_LISTEN 0x02
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_CONNECT 0x04
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_DISCON 0x08
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_CLOSE 0x10
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_SEND 0x20
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_SEND_MAC 0x21
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_SEND_KEEP 0x22
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_RECV 0x40
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_PCON 0x23
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_PDISCON 0x24
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_PCR 0x25
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_PCN 0x26
#define W52_SOCK_CMD_PCJ 0x27
#define W52_SOCK_IR_PRECV 0x80
#define W52_SOCK_IR_PFAIL 0x40
#define W52_SOCK_IR_PNEXT 0x20
#define W52_SOCK_IR_SEND_OK 0x10
#define W52_SOCK_IR_TIMEOUT 0x08
#define W52_SOCK_IR_RECV 0x04
#define W52_SOCK_IR_DISCON 0x02
#define W52_SOCK_IR_CON 0x01
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_CLOSED 0x00
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_INIT 0x13
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_LISTEN 0x14
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_ESTABLISHED 0x17
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_CLOSE_WAIT 0x1C
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_UDP 0x22
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_IPRAW 0x32
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_MACRAW 0x42
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_PPPOE 0x5F
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_SYNSENT 0x15
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_SYNRECV 0x16
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_FIN_WAIT 0x18
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_CLOSING 0x1A
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_TIME_WAIT 0x1B
#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_LAST_ACK 0x1D
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#define W52_SOCK_SR_SOCK_ARP 0x01
#define W52_TCP_STATE_COUNT 10
extern const char *w52_tcp_state[];
extern const uint8_t w52_tcp_state_idx[];
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_PRECV 0x80
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_PFAIL 0x40
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_PNEXT 0x20
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_SEND_OK 0x10
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_TIMEOUT 0x08
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_RECV 0x04
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_DISCON 0x02
#define W52_SOCK_IMR_CON 0x01

#endif
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Code 14 - w5200_sock.h Public declarations for w5200_sock.c
/*
* File: w5200_sock.h
* Author: mtleising
*
* Created on April 9, 2015, 10:23 AM
*/
#ifndef W5200_SOCK_H
#define
W5200_SOCK_H
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif

int init_sockets(void);
int put_socket(uint16_t data);

#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* W5200_SOCK_H */
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Code 15 - w5200_io.h Public declarations for w5200_io.c
#ifndef W5200_IO_H
#define W5200_IO_H
#include <stdint.h>
#include "w5200_regs.h"
/* Register I/O primitives */
void wiznet_w_reg(uint16_t addr, uint8_t data);
uint8_t wiznet_r_reg(uint16_t addr);
void wiznet_w_reg16(uint16_t addr, uint16_t data);
uint16_t wiznet_r_reg16(uint16_t addr);
void wiznet_w_buff(uint16_t addr, uint8_t *data, uint16_t len);
void wiznet_r_buff(uint16_t addr, uint8_t *data, uint16_t len);
#define wiznet_w_sockreg(sock, addr, val)
wiznet_w_reg(W52_SOCK_REG_RESOLVE(sock, addr), val)
#define wiznet_r_sockreg(sock, addr)
wiznet_r_reg(W52_SOCK_REG_RESOLVE(sock, addr))
#define wiznet_w_sockreg16(sock, addr, val)
wiznet_w_reg16(W52_SOCK_REG_RESOLVE(sock, addr), val)
#define wiznet_r_sockreg16(sock, addr)
wiznet_r_reg16(W52_SOCK_REG_RESOLVE(sock, addr))
#define wiznet_w_sockreg_buff(sock, addr, data, len)
wiznet_w_buff(W52_SOCK_REG_RESOLVE(sock, addr), data, len)
#define wiznet_r_sockreg_buff(sock, addr, data, len)
wiznet_r_buff(W52_SOCK_REG_RESOLVE(sock, addr), data, len)
#define __GP_REGISTER8(name, address)\
static inline void write_##name(uint8_t _data) {\
wiznet_w_reg(address, _data);\
}\
static inline uint8_t read_##name() {\
return wiznet_r_reg(address);\
}
#define __GP_REGISTER16(name, address)\
static void write_##name(uint16_t _data) {\
wiznet_w_reg16(address, _data);\
}\
static uint16_t read_##name() {\
uint16_t res = wiznet_r_reg16(address);\
return res;\
}
#define __GP_REGISTER_N(name, address, size)\
static uint16_t write_##name(uint8_t *_buff) {\
wiznet_w_buff(address, _buff, size);\
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}\
static uint16_t read_##name(uint8_t *_buff) {\
wiznet_r_buff(address, _buff, size);\
}
//wiznet_w_sockreg(_s, address, _data);
#define __SOCKET_REGISTER8(name, address)\
static inline void write_##name(uint16_t _s, uint8_t _data) {\
wiznet_w_reg((W52_SOCK_OFFSET * _s) + address, _data);\
}\
static inline uint8_t read_##name(uint16_t _s) {\
return wiznet_r_reg((W52_SOCK_OFFSET * _s) + address);\
}
#define __SOCKET_REGISTER16(name, address)\
static void write_##name(uint16_t _s, uint16_t _data) {\
wiznet_w_sockreg16(_s, address, _data);\
}\
static uint16_t read_##name(uint16_t _s) {\
return wiznet_r_sockreg16(_s, address);\
}
#define __SOCKET_REGISTER_N(name, address, size)\
static uint16_t write_##name(uint16_t _s, uint8_t *_buff) {\
wiznet_w_sockreg_buff(_s, address, _buff, size);\
}\
static uint16_t read_##name(uint16_t _s, uint8_t *_buff) {\
wiznet_r_sockreg_buff(_s, address, _buff, size);\
}
__GP_REGISTER8 (MR, W52_MR); // Mode
__GP_REGISTER8 (VRSN, W52_VERSIONR); // Version
__GP_REGISTER8 (PHY, W52_PHYSTATUS); // Version
__GP_REGISTER_N(GAR, W52_GATEWAY, 4); // Gateway IP address
__GP_REGISTER_N(SUBR, W52_SUBNETMASK, 4); // Subnet mask address
__GP_REGISTER_N(SHAR, W52_SOURCEMAC, 6); // Source MAC address
__GP_REGISTER_N(SIPR, W52_SOURCEIP, 4); // Source IP address
__GP_REGISTER8 (IR, W52_IR); // Interrupt
__GP_REGISTER8 (IR2, W52_IR2); // Interrupt
__GP_REGISTER8 (PHYST, W52_PHYSTATUS); // Interrupt
__GP_REGISTER8 (IMR2, W52_IMR2); // Interrupt MaskW52_IMR2
__GP_REGISTER8 (IMR, W52_IMR); // Interrupt MaskW52_IMR2
__GP_REGISTER16(RTR, W52_RTR0); // Timeout address
__GP_REGISTER8 (RCR, W52_RCR); // Retry count
__GP_REGISTER8 (RMSR, W52_RMSR); // Receive memory size
__GP_REGISTER8 (TMSR, W52_TMSR); // Transmit memory size
__GP_REGISTER8 (PATR, W52_PPPOE_AUTHTYPE); // Authentication type
address in PPPoE mode
__GP_REGISTER8 (PTIMER, W52_PTIMER); // PPP LCP Request Timer
__GP_REGISTER8 (PMAGIC, W52_PMAGIC); // PPP LCP Magic Number
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__GP_REGISTER_N(UIPR, W52_UIPR, 4); // Unreachable IP address in UDP mode
__GP_REGISTER16(UPORT, W52_UPORT); // Unreachable Port address in UDP
mode
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnMR,
W52_SOCK_MR)
// Mode
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnCR,
W52_SOCK_CR)
// Command
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnIR,
W52_SOCK_IR)
// Interrupt
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnIRM,
W52_SOCK_IMR)
// Interrupt
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnSR,
W52_SOCK_SR)
// Status
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnPORT, W52_SOCK_SRCPORT)
// Source Port
__SOCKET_REGISTER_N(SnDHAR, W52_SOCK_DESTMAC, 6) // Destination
Hardw Addr
__SOCKET_REGISTER_N(SnDIPR, W52_SOCK_DESTIP, 4) // Destination IP Addr
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnDPORT, W52_SOCK_DESTPORT)
// Destination
Port
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnMSSR, W52_SOCK_MSS)
// Max Segment Size
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnPROTO, W52_SOCK_PROTO)
// Protocol in IP RAW
Mode
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnTOS,
W52_SOCK_TOS)
// IP TOS
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnTTL,
W52_SOCK_TTL)
// IP TTL
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnTX_MEM, W52_SOCK_TXMEM_SIZE)
__SOCKET_REGISTER8(SnRX_MEM, W52_SOCK_RXMEM_SIZE)
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnTX_FSR, W52_SOCK_TXFREE_SIZE)
// TX Free Size
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnTX_RD, W52_SOCK_TX_READPTR)
// TX Read
Pointer
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnTX_WR, W52_SOCK_TX_WRITEPTR)
// TX Write
Pointer
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnRX_RSR, W52_SOCK_RX_RECVSIZE)
// RX Free Size
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnRX_RD, W52_SOCK_RX_READPTR)
// RX Read
Pointer
__SOCKET_REGISTER16(SnRX_WR, W52_SOCK_RX_WRITEPTR)
// RX Write
Pointer (supported?)
#endif
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Code 16 - app.js Application module for web UI
'use strict';
/**
* @ngdoc overview
* @name dashingMotorApp
* @description
* # dashingMotorApp
*
* Main module of the application.
*/
angular
.module('dashingMotorApp', [
'ngAnimate',
'ngAria',
'ngCookies',
'ngMessages',
'ngResource',
'ngRoute',
'ngSanitize',
'ngTouch',
'mgcrea.ngStrap',
'nvd3'
])
.config(['$routeProvider','$logProvider',function ($routeProvider, $logProvider) {
$logProvider.debugEnabled(true);
$routeProvider
.when('/home', {
templateUrl: 'views/main.html',
controller: 'MainCtrl'
})
.when('/about', {
templateUrl: 'views/about.html',
controller: 'AboutCtrl'
})
.when('/dash/sin', {
templateUrl: 'views/dash/sin.html',
controller: 'DashSinCtrl'
})
.when('/dash/fft', {
templateUrl: 'views/dash/fft.html',
controller: 'DashFftCtrl'
})
.otherwise({
redirectTo: '/home'
});
}]);
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Code 17 - main.js Main controller for main UI page
'use strict';
/**
* @ngdoc function
* @name dashingMotorApp.controller:MainCtrl
* @description
* # MainCtrl
* Controller of the dashingMotorApp
*/
angular.module('dashingMotorApp')
.controller('MainCtrl', ['$scope', '$log', function ($scope, $log) {
$scope.awesomeThings = [
'HTML5 Boilerplate',
'AngularJS',
'Karma'
];
$log.log('Test');
$scope.isActive = function (viewLocation) {
$log.log('DashFftCtrl ' + $location.path());
return viewLocation === $location.path();
};
}]);
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Code 18 - about.js About page controller
'use strict';
/**
* @ngdoc function
* @name dashingMotorApp.controller:AboutCtrl
* @description
* # AboutCtrl
* Controller of the dashingMotorApp
*/
angular.module('dashingMotorApp')
.controller('AboutCtrl', ['$scope', '$log', function ($scope,$log) {
$scope.awesomeThings = [
'HTML5 Boilerplate',
'AngularJS',
'Karma'
];
var isActive = function (viewLocation) {
console.log('DashFftCtrl ' + $location.path());
$log.log('DashFftCtrl ' + $location.path());
return viewLocation === $location.path();
};
$scope.isActive = function (viewLocation) {
console.log('DashFftCtrl ' + $location.path());
$log.log('DashFftCtrl ' + $location.path());
return viewLocation === $location.path();
};
}]);
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Code 19 - fft.js Controller to display frequency information for a motor
'use strict';
/**
* @ngdoc function
* @name dashingMotorApp.controller:DashFftCtrl
* @description
* # DashFftCtrl
* Controller of the dashingMotorApp
*/
angular.module('dashingMotorApp')
.controller('DashFftCtrl', ['$scope', '$log', function ($scope, $log) {
$scope.awesomeThings = [
'HTML5 Boilerplate',
'AngularJS',
'Karma'
];
$scope.$log = $log;
$scope.options = {
chart: {
type: 'lineChart',
height: 450,
margin : {
top: 20,
right: 20,
bottom: 40,
left: 55
},
x: function(d){ return d.x; },
y: function(d){ return d.y; },
useInteractiveGuideline: true,
dispatch: {
stateChange: function(e){ console.log("stateChange"); },
changeState: function(e){ console.log("changeState"); },
tooltipShow: function(e){ console.log("tooltipShow"); },
tooltipHide: function(e){ console.log("tooltipHide"); }
},
xAxis: {
axisLabel: 'Frequency (Hz)'
},
yAxis: {
axisLabel: 'Decibel (dB)',
tickFormat: function(d){
return d3.format('.02f')(d);
},
axisLabelDistance: 30
},
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callback: function(chart){
console.log("!!! lineChart callback !!!");
}
},
title: {
enable: true,
text: 'Motor Current Frequency'
},
subtitle: {
enable: true,
text: 'Shown is the frequency spectrum of the Motor Current',
css: {
'text-align': 'center',
'margin': '10px 13px 0px 7px'
}
},
caption: {
enable: true,
html: '<b>Figure 1.</b> Motor Current Frequency',
css: {
'text-align': 'justify',
'margin': '10px 13px 0px 7px'
}
}
};
$scope.data = sinAndCos();
/*Random Data Generator */
function sinAndCos() {
var fft = [];

//Data is represented as an array of {x,y} pairs.
var samples_length = 247;
var xData =
[0,0.48906,0.97813,1.4672,1.9563,2.4453,2.9344,3.4234,3.9125,4.4016,4.8906,5.3797,5
.8688,6.3578,6.8469,7.336,7.825,8.3141,8.8031,9.2922,9.7813,10.27,10.759,11.248,11.
738,12.227,12.716,13.205,13.694,14.183,14.672,15.161,15.65,16.139,16.628,17.117,17.
606,18.095,18.584,19.073,19.563,20.052,20.541,21.03,21.519,22.008,22.497,22.986,23.
475,23.964,24.453,24.942,25.431,25.92,26.409,26.899,27.388,27.877,28.366,28.855,29.
344,29.833,30.322,30.811,31.3,31.789,32.278,32.767,33.256,33.745,34.234,34.724,35.2
13,35.702,36.191,36.68,37.169,37.658,38.147,38.636,39.125,39.614,40.103,40.592,41.0
81,41.57,42.059,42.549,43.038,43.527,44.016,44.505,44.994,45.483,45.972,46.461,46.9
5,47.439,47.928,48.417,48.906,49.395,49.885,50.374,50.863,51.352,51.841,52.33,52.81
9,53.308,53.797,54.286,54.775,55.264,55.753,56.242,56.731,57.22,57.71,58.199,58.688
,59.177,59.666,60.155,60.644,61.133,61.622,62.111,62.6,63.089,63.578,64.067,64.556,
65.045,65.535,66.024,66.513,67.002,67.491,67.98,68.469,68.958,69.447,69.936,70.425,
70.914,71.403,71.892,72.381,72.87,73.36,73.849,74.338,74.827,75.316,75.805,76.294,7
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6.783,77.272,77.761,78.25,78.739,79.228,79.717,80.206,80.696,81.185,81.674,82.163,8
2.652,83.141,83.63,84.119,84.608,85.097,85.586,86.075,86.564,87.053,87.542,88.031,8
8.521,89.01,89.499,89.988,90.477,90.966,91.455,91.944,92.433,92.922,93.411,93.9,94.
389,94.878,95.367,95.856,96.346,96.835,97.324,97.813,98.302,98.791,99.28,99.769,100
.26,100.75,101.24,101.73,102.21,102.7,103.19,103.68,104.17,104.66,105.15,105.64,106
.13,106.62,107.1,107.59,108.08,108.57,109.06,109.55,110.04,110.53,111.02,111.51,112
,112.48,112.97,113.46,113.95,114.44,114.93,115.42,115.91,116.4,116.89,117.38,117.86
,118.35,118.84,119.33,119.82,120.31];
var yData = [-62.966,-46.548,-41.147,-40.672,-43.193,-53.567,-50.623,-42.028,40.7,-41.462,-48.032,-62.255,-43.82,-40.398,-41.286,-44.158,-60.918,-46.866,-42.174,40.289,-42.077,-49.633,-52.223,-43.142,-40.331,-40.768,-45.61,-62.563,-44.796,40.659,-39.95,-42.29,-52.908,-49.339,-41.496,-39.307,-40.65,-47.064,-60.07,-43.059,39.286,-39.2,-43.034,-56.293,-45.612,-39.63,-38.486,-40.089,-46.224,-49.916,-40.16,37.425,-37.858,-41.99,-67.733,-40.629,-36.131,-34.994,-37.553,-47.999,-39.329,-32,28.243,-25.169,-17.522,-36.55,-37.021,-42.272,-49.695,-49.003,-52.829,-56.627,47.846,-44.068,-43.039,-46.546,-71.679,-45.14,-40.627,-40.537,-43.076,-54.796,46.684,-40.358,-38.088,-40.291,-45.583,-50.058,-40.167,-37.347,-37.166,-41.887,66.387,-41.42,-36.266,-35.265,-37.477,-47.445,-43.794,-35.815,-33.62,-34.293,-39.481,51.049,-35.502,-31.932,-31.39,-34.417,-48.14,-36.25,-30.005,-28.053,-29.233,-35.996,38.396,-27.322,-23.545,-22.702,-25.623,-63.255,-20.785,-12.341,-3.9756,0,-22.472,23.81,-19.647,-20.094,-23.16,-30.574,-42.993,-29.835,-27.431,-28.266,-32.697,-48.931,37.305,-32.181,-31.706,-34.26,-42.5,-45.55,-36.829,-34.538,-35.997,-40.499,-71.436,41.094,-37.438,-37.056,-40.514,-52.671,-45.557,-41.24,-39.183,-41.465,-48.351,59.242,-43.844,-41.653,-42.109,-47.02,-65.784,-48.246,-44.956,-44.651,-48.153,65.851,-53.726,-48.901,-49.614,-50.198,-56.251,-53.977,-55.625,-53.42,-48.054,43.928,-43.605,-58.083,-35.159,-19.707,-19.452,-31.189,-47.167,-40.786,-36.503,36.496,-39.045,-47.928,-49.154,-41.985,-40.143,-41.466,-46.926,-64.832,-46.136,42.397,-42.429,-45.87,-60.283,-51.456,-44.807,-42.815,-46.074,-53.924,-58.246,47.338,-45.316,-45.118,-51.299,-70.782,-50.522,-46.362,-47.12,-49.366,-53.985,-57.75,48.359,-46.568,-48.491,-52.391,-61.689,-52.844,-48.702,-47.278,-50.365,-61.03,55.112,-48.164,-49.586,-50.219,-54.098,-62.786,-52.268,-48.531,-49.274,-53.417,71.231,-55.467,-50.028,-49.066,-52.705,-59.011,-60.669,-52.658,-48.889];
for (var i = 0; i < samples_length; i++) {
var t = i/(samples_length*20);
fft.push({x: xData[i], y: yData[i]});
}

//Line chart data should be sent as an array of series objects.
return [
{
values: fft,
//values - represents the array of {x,y} data points
key: 'Normalized Frequency', //key - the name of the series.
color: '#ff7f0e' //color - optional: choose your own line color.
}
];
};
}]);
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Code 20 - sin.js Controller to display current of motor
'use strict';
/**
* @ngdoc function
* @name dashingMotorApp.controller:DashSinCtrl
* @description
* # DashSinCtrl
* Controller of the dashingMotorApp
*/
angular.module('dashingMotorApp')
.controller('DashSinCtrl', ['$scope', '$log', function ($scope, $log) {
$scope.awesomeThings = [
'HTML5 Boilerplate',
'AngularJS',
'Karma'
];
$scope.isActive = function (viewLocation) {
$log.log('DashFftCtrl ' + $location.path());
return viewLocation === $location.path();
};
$scope.options = {
chart: {
type: 'lineChart',
height: 450,
margin : {
top: 20,
right: 20,
bottom: 40,
left: 55
},
x: function(d){ return d.x; },
y: function(d){ return d.y; },
useInteractiveGuideline: true,
dispatch: {
stateChange: function(e){ console.log("stateChange"); },
changeState: function(e){ console.log("changeState"); },
tooltipShow: function(e){ console.log("tooltipShow"); },
tooltipHide: function(e){ console.log("tooltipHide"); }
},
xAxis: {
axisLabel: 'Time (ms)'
},
yAxis: {
axisLabel: 'Current (A)',
tickFormat: function(d){
return d3.format('.02f')(d);
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},
axisLabelDistance: 30
},
callback: function(chart){
console.log("!!! lineChart callback !!!");
}
},
title: {
enable: true,
text: 'Motor Current'
},
subtitle: {
enable: true,
text: 'Show is mains current with an ideal sin wave on top',
css: {
'text-align': 'center',
'margin': '10px 13px 0px 7px'
}
},
caption: {
enable: true,
html: '<b>Figure 1.</b> Motor Current',
css: {
'text-align': 'justify',
'margin': '10px 13px 0px 7px'
}
}
};
$scope.data = sinAndCos();
/*Random Data Generator */
function sinAndCos() {
var sin = [],
sin2 = [];
//Data is represented as an array of {x,y} pairs.
var samples_length = 100;
for (var i = 0; i < samples_length; i++) {
var t = i/(samples_length*20);
sin.push({x: i, y: 15*Math.sin(60*2*Math.PI*t)});
sin2.push({x: i, y: 15*(Math.sin(60*2*Math.PI*t) + (Math.random()-0.5)/2)});
}
//Line chart data should be sent as an array of series objects.
return [
{
values: sin,
//values - represents the array of {x,y} data points
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key: 'Ideal Current', //key - the name of the series.
color: '#ff7f0e' //color - optional: choose your own line color.
},
{
values: sin2,
key: 'Actual Current',
color: '#7777ff'
}
];
};
}]);
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Code 21 - index.html Base html for all pages
<!doctype html>
<html class="no-js">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title></title>
<meta name="description" content="">
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width">
<!-- Place favicon.ico and apple-touch-icon.png in the root directory -->
<!-- build:css(.) styles/vendor.css -->
<!-- bower:css -->
<link rel="stylesheet" href="bower_components/bootstrap/dist/css/bootstrap.css"
/>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="bower_components/nvd3/src/nv.d3.css" />
<!-- endbower -->
<!-- endbuild -->
<!-- build:css(.tmp) styles/main.css -->
<link rel="stylesheet" href="styles/main.css">
<!-- endbuild -->
</head>
<body ng-app="dashingMotorApp">
<!--[if lt IE 7]>
<p class="browsehappy">You are using an <strong>outdated</strong> browser.
Please <a href="http://browsehappy.com/">upgrade your browser</a> to improve
your experience.</p>
<![endif]-->
<!-- Add your site or application content here -->
<div class="header">
<div class="navbar navbar-default" role="navigation" bs-navbar>
<div class="container">
<div class="navbar-header">
<button type="button" class="navbar-toggle collapsed" datatoggle="collapse" data-target="#js-navbar-collapse">
<span class="sr-only">Toggle navigation</span>
<span class="icon-bar"></span>
<span class="icon-bar"></span>
<span class="icon-bar"></span>
</button>
<a class="navbar-brand" href="#/">Motor Monitoring</a>
</div>
<div class="collapse navbar-collapse" id="js-navbar-collapse">
<ul class="nav navbar-nav">
<li data-match-route="/home"><a ng-href="#/">Home</a></li>
<li data-match-route="/about"><a ng-href="#/about">About</a></li>
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<li data-match-route="/dash*" class="dropdown">
<a class="dropdown-toggle handy" data-toggle="dropdown" role="button"
aria-expanded="false">
Dashboards <span class="caret"></span>
</a>
<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">
<li data-match-route="/dash/sin"><a nghref="#/dash/sin">Signal</a></li>
<li data-match-route="/dash/fft"><a nghref="#/dash/fft">Frequency</a></li>
</ul>
</ul>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
<div class="container">
<div ng-view=""></div>
</div>
<div class="footer">
<div class="container">
<p>Sponsored by The University of Akron Department of Electrical & Computer
Engineering</p>
</div>
</div>

<!-- build:js(.) scripts/vendor.js -->
<!-- bower:js -->
<script src="bower_components/jquery/dist/jquery.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular/angular.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/bootstrap/dist/js/bootstrap.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-animate/angular-animate.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-aria/angular-aria.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-cookies/angular-cookies.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-messages/angularmessages.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-resource/angularresource.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-route/angular-route.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-sanitize/angular-sanitize.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-touch/angular-touch.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/d3/d3.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/nvd3/nv.d3.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-nvd3/dist/angularnvd3.min.js"></script>
<script src="bower_components/angular-strap/dist/angular-strap.js"></script>
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<script src="bower_components/angular-strap/dist/angularstrap.tpl.js"></script>
<!-- endbower -->
<!-- endbuild -->
<!-- build:js({.tmp,app}) scripts/scripts.js -->
<script src="scripts/app.js"></script>
<script src="scripts/controllers/main.js"></script>
<script src="scripts/controllers/about.js"></script>
<script src="scripts/controllers/dash/sin.js"></script>
<script src="scripts/controllers/dash/fft.js"></script>
<!-- endbuild -->
</body>
</html>
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Code 22 - main.html HTML to be injected into index.html
<div class="jumbotron">
<img class="akronpng" src="images/UAWordmark_282.png" alt="Sponsered by
The University of Akron"><br>
<h1>Design Team 02</h1>
<p class="lead">
Induction motor monitoring platform for checking irregularities.
</p>
</div>
<div class="row marketing">
<h4>Decoupled motor analysis</h4>
<p>
Our system decouples analysis from the embedded device to a server, allowing for
greater flexibility.
</p>
<h4>Mobile Friendly</h4>
<p>
View motor information over the network on any device with a browser.
</p>
<h4>Endless Possibilities</h4>
<p>Get data and process it as you wish.</p>
</div>
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Code 23 - fft.html HTML for fft.js controller
<nvd3 options="options" data="data" class="with-3d-shadow with-transitions"></nvd3>

Code 24 - sin.html HTML for sin.js controller
<nvd3 options="options" data="data" class="with-3d-shadow with-transitions"></nvd3>

Code 25 - package.json
{
"name": "dashingmotor",
"version": "0.0.0",
"dependencies": {},
"repository": {},
"devDependencies": {
"grunt": "^0.4.5",
"grunt-autoprefixer": "^2.0.0",
"grunt-concurrent": "^1.0.0",
"grunt-contrib-clean": "^0.6.0",
"grunt-contrib-concat": "^0.5.0",
"grunt-contrib-connect": "^0.9.0",
"grunt-contrib-copy": "^0.7.0",
"grunt-contrib-cssmin": "^0.12.0",
"grunt-contrib-htmlmin": "^0.4.0",
"grunt-contrib-imagemin": "^0.9.2",
"grunt-contrib-jshint": "^0.11.0",
"grunt-contrib-uglify": "^0.7.0",
"grunt-contrib-watch": "^0.6.1",
"grunt-filerev": "^2.1.2",
"grunt-google-cdn": "^0.4.3",
"grunt-karma": "^0.10.1",
"grunt-newer": "^1.1.0",
"grunt-ng-annotate": "^0.9.2",
"grunt-svgmin": "^2.0.0",
"grunt-usemin": "^3.0.0",
"grunt-wiredep": "^2.0.0",
"jasmine-core": "^2.2.0",
"jshint-stylish": "^1.0.0",
"karma": "^0.12.31",
"karma-jasmine": "^0.3.5",
"karma-phantomjs-launcher": "^0.1.4",
"load-grunt-tasks": "^3.1.0",
"time-grunt": "^1.0.0"
},
"engines": {
"node": ">=0.10.0"
},
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"scripts": {
"test": "grunt test"
}
}

Code 26 - bower.json
{
"name": "dashing-motor",
"version": "0.0.0",
"dependencies": {
"angular": "^1.3.0",
"bootstrap": "^3.2.0",
"angular-animate": "^1.3.0",
"angular-aria": "^1.3.0",
"angular-cookies": "^1.3.0",
"angular-messages": "^1.3.0",
"angular-resource": "^1.3.0",
"angular-route": "^1.3.0",
"angular-sanitize": "^1.3.0",
"angular-touch": "^1.3.0",
"angular-nvd3": "~0.1.1",
"angular-strap": "~2.2.0"
},
"devDependencies": {
"angular-mocks": "^1.3.0"
},
"appPath": "app",
"moduleName": "dashingMotorApp"
}
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Code 27 - Gruntfile.js
// Generated on 2015-02-21 using generator-angular 0.11.1
'use strict';
// # Globbing
// for performance reasons we're only matching one level down:
// 'test/spec/{,*/}*.js'
// use this if you want to recursively match all subfolders:
// 'test/spec/**/*.js'
module.exports = function (grunt) {
// Load grunt tasks automatically
require('load-grunt-tasks')(grunt);
// Time how long tasks take. Can help when optimizing build times
require('time-grunt')(grunt);
// Configurable paths for the application
var appConfig = {
app: require('./bower.json').appPath || 'app',
dist: 'dist'
};
// Define the configuration for all the tasks
grunt.initConfig({
// Project settings
yeoman: appConfig,
// Watches files for changes and runs tasks based on the changed files
watch: {
bower: {
files: ['bower.json'],
tasks: ['wiredep']
},
js: {
files: ['<%= yeoman.app %>/scripts/{,*/}*.js'],
tasks: ['newer:jshint:all'],
options: {
livereload: '<%= connect.options.livereload %>'
}
},
jsTest: {
files: ['test/spec/{,*/}*.js'],
tasks: ['newer:jshint:test', 'karma']
},
styles: {
files: ['<%= yeoman.app %>/styles/{,*/}*.css'],
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tasks: ['newer:copy:styles', 'autoprefixer']
},
gruntfile: {
files: ['Gruntfile.js']
},
livereload: {
options: {
livereload: '<%= connect.options.livereload %>'
},
files: [
'<%= yeoman.app %>/{,*/}*.html',
'.tmp/styles/{,*/}*.css',
'<%= yeoman.app %>/images/{,*/}*.{png,jpg,jpeg,gif,webp,svg}'
]
}
},
// The actual grunt server settings
connect: {
options: {
port: 9000,
// Change this to '0.0.0.0' to access the server from outside.
hostname: 'localhost',
livereload: 35729
},
livereload: {
options: {
open: true,
middleware: function (connect) {
return [
connect.static('.tmp'),
connect().use(
'/bower_components',
connect.static('./bower_components')
),
connect().use(
'/app/styles',
connect.static('./app/styles')
),
connect.static(appConfig.app)
];
}
}
},
test: {
options: {
port: 9001,
middleware: function (connect) {
return [
connect.static('.tmp'),
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connect.static('test'),
connect().use(
'/bower_components',
connect.static('./bower_components')
),
connect.static(appConfig.app)
];
}
}
},
dist: {
options: {
open: true,
base: '<%= yeoman.dist %>'
}
}
},
// Make sure code styles are up to par and there are no obvious mistakes
jshint: {
options: {
jshintrc: '.jshintrc',
reporter: require('jshint-stylish')
},
all: {
src: [
'Gruntfile.js',
'<%= yeoman.app %>/scripts/{,*/}*.js'
]
},
test: {
options: {
jshintrc: 'test/.jshintrc'
},
src: ['test/spec/{,*/}*.js']
}
},
// Empties folders to start fresh
clean: {
dist: {
files: [{
dot: true,
src: [
'.tmp',
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/{,*/}*',
'!<%= yeoman.dist %>/.git{,*/}*'
]
}]
},
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server: '.tmp'
},
// Add vendor prefixed styles
autoprefixer: {
options: {
browsers: ['last 1 version']
},
server: {
options: {
map: true,
},
files: [{
expand: true,
cwd: '.tmp/styles/',
src: '{,*/}*.css',
dest: '.tmp/styles/'
}]
},
dist: {
files: [{
expand: true,
cwd: '.tmp/styles/',
src: '{,*/}*.css',
dest: '.tmp/styles/'
}]
}
},
// Automatically inject Bower components into the app
wiredep: {
app: {
src: ['<%= yeoman.app %>/index.html'],
ignorePath: /\.\.\//
},
test: {
devDependencies: true,
src: '<%= karma.unit.configFile %>',
ignorePath: /\.\.\//,
fileTypes:{
js: {
block: /(([\s\t]*)\/{2}\s*?bower:\s*?(\S*))(\n|\r|.)*?(\/{2}\s*endbower)/gi,
detect: {
js: /'(.*\.js)'/gi
},
replace: {
js: '\'{{filePath}}\','
}
}
}
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}
},
// Renames files for browser caching purposes
filerev: {
dist: {
src: [
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/scripts/{,*/}*.js',
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/styles/{,*/}*.css',
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/images/{,*/}*.{png,jpg,jpeg,gif,webp,svg}',
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/styles/fonts/*'
]
}
},
// Reads HTML for usemin blocks to enable smart builds that automatically
// concat, minify and revision files. Creates configurations in memory so
// additional tasks can operate on them
useminPrepare: {
html: '<%= yeoman.app %>/index.html',
options: {
dest: '<%= yeoman.dist %>',
flow: {
html: {
steps: {
js: ['concat', 'uglifyjs'],
css: ['cssmin']
},
post: {}
}
}
}
},
// Performs rewrites based on filerev and the useminPrepare configuration
usemin: {
html: ['<%= yeoman.dist %>/{,*/}*.html'],
css: ['<%= yeoman.dist %>/styles/{,*/}*.css'],
options: {
assetsDirs: [
'<%= yeoman.dist %>',
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/images',
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/styles'
]
}
},
// The following *-min tasks will produce minified files in the dist folder
// By default, your `index.html`'s <!-- Usemin block --> will take care of
// minification. These next options are pre-configured if you do not wish
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// to use the Usemin blocks.
// cssmin: {
// dist: {
// files: {
//
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/styles/main.css': [
//
'.tmp/styles/{,*/}*.css'
//
]
// }
// }
// },
// uglify: {
// dist: {
// files: {
//
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/scripts/scripts.js': [
//
'<%= yeoman.dist %>/scripts/scripts.js'
//
]
// }
// }
// },
// concat: {
// dist: {}
// },
imagemin: {
dist: {
files: [{
expand: true,
cwd: '<%= yeoman.app %>/images',
src: '{,*/}*.{png,jpg,jpeg,gif}',
dest: '<%= yeoman.dist %>/images'
}]
}
},
svgmin: {
dist: {
files: [{
expand: true,
cwd: '<%= yeoman.app %>/images',
src: '{,*/}*.svg',
dest: '<%= yeoman.dist %>/images'
}]
}
},
htmlmin: {
dist: {
options: {
collapseWhitespace: true,
conservativeCollapse: true,
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collapseBooleanAttributes: true,
removeCommentsFromCDATA: true,
removeOptionalTags: true
},
files: [{
expand: true,
cwd: '<%= yeoman.dist %>',
src: ['*.html', 'views/{,*/}*.html'],
dest: '<%= yeoman.dist %>'
}]
}
},
// ng-annotate tries to make the code safe for minification automatically
// by using the Angular long form for dependency injection.
ngAnnotate: {
dist: {
files: [{
expand: true,
cwd: '.tmp/concat/scripts',
src: '*.js',
dest: '.tmp/concat/scripts'
}]
}
},
// Replace Google CDN references
cdnify: {
dist: {
html: ['<%= yeoman.dist %>/*.html']
}
},
// Copies remaining files to places other tasks can use
copy: {
dist: {
files: [{
expand: true,
dot: true,
cwd: '<%= yeoman.app %>',
dest: '<%= yeoman.dist %>',
src: [
'*.{ico,png,txt}',
'.htaccess',
'*.html',
'views/{,*/}*.html',
'images/{,*/}*.{webp}',
'styles/fonts/{,*/}*.*'
]
}, {
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expand: true,
cwd: '.tmp/images',
dest: '<%= yeoman.dist %>/images',
src: ['generated/*']
}, {
expand: true,
cwd: 'bower_components/bootstrap/dist',
src: 'fonts/*',
dest: '<%= yeoman.dist %>'
}]
},
styles: {
expand: true,
cwd: '<%= yeoman.app %>/styles',
dest: '.tmp/styles/',
src: '{,*/}*.css'
}
},
// Run some tasks in parallel to speed up the build process
concurrent: {
server: [
'copy:styles'
],
test: [
'copy:styles'
],
dist: [
'copy:styles',
'imagemin',
'svgmin'
]
},
// Test settings
karma: {
unit: {
configFile: 'test/karma.conf.js',
singleRun: true
}
}
});

grunt.registerTask('serve', 'Compile then start a connect web server', function
(target) {
if (target === 'dist') {
return grunt.task.run(['build', 'connect:dist:keepalive']);
}
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grunt.task.run([
'clean:server',
'wiredep',
'concurrent:server',
'autoprefixer:server',
'connect:livereload',
'watch'
]);
});
grunt.registerTask('server', 'DEPRECATED TASK. Use the "serve" task instead',
function (target) {
grunt.log.warn('The `server` task has been deprecated. Use `grunt serve` to start a
server.');
grunt.task.run(['serve:' + target]);
});
grunt.registerTask('test', [
'clean:server',
'wiredep',
'concurrent:test',
'autoprefixer',
'connect:test',
'karma'
]);
grunt.registerTask('build', [
'clean:dist',
'wiredep',
'useminPrepare',
'concurrent:dist',
'autoprefixer',
'concat',
'ngAnnotate',
'copy:dist',
'cdnify',
'cssmin',
'uglify',
'filerev',
'usemin',
'htmlmin'
]);
grunt.registerTask('default', [
'newer:jshint',
'test',
'build'
]);
};
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Code 28 - FFT.py Python script for calculating FFT
#!/usr/local/bin/python3
from numpy.fft import fft
from numpy import array, log10, arange
import pymongo
from pymongo import MongoClient
client = MongoClient()
db = client.mydb
Fs = 1200
#Sampling Frequency
T = 1/Fs
#Sample Times
data = db.testData.find_one()
data.pop('_id',None)
values = list(data.values())
a = array(values)
test = a.ravel()
n = len(test)
k = arange(n)
T = n/Fs
frq = k/T
frq = frq[range(n//2)]
Y = fft(test)/n
Y = Y[range(n//2)]
YdB = 20*log10(abs(Y))
YdB = YdB - max(YdB)
print( ' '.join("%5.3f" % g for g in frq ))
print( ' '.join("%5.3f" % f for f in YdB ))
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Code 29 - UDPReceive.py Python script for receiving packets
#!/usr/local/bin/python3
import socket
import pymongo
from pymongo import MongoClient
import struct
from struct import unpack
UDP_PORT = 5005
client = MongoClient()
db = client.mydb
sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET,
socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
sock.bind(('',UDP_PORT))
unpacker = struct.Struct('f')
while True:
data, addr = sock.recvfrom(1024) # buffer size is 1024 bytes
test = unpacker.unpack(data)
db.testData.update({ "_id": 1}, {'$push': { "x": {'$each': test}}}, True)
print ("received message:", test)
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Code 30 - UDPSend Python script for sending UDP messages
#!/usr/local/bin/python3
import math
import socket
import struct
import time
from struct import pack
UDP_IP = "192.168.1.100"
UDP_PORT = 5005
Fs = 1200
T = 1/Fs
L = 1000

#Sampling Frequency
#Sample Times

print ("UDP target IP:", UDP_IP)
print ("UDP target port:", UDP_PORT)
packer = struct.Struct('f')

for i in range(0, L-1):
t = i*T
testData = 15*math.sin(60*2*math.pi*t)
MESSAGE = packer.pack(testData)
print ("message:", MESSAGE)
sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, # Internet
socket.SOCK_DGRAM) # UDP
sock.sendto(MESSAGE, (UDP_IP, UDP_PORT))
time.sleep(0.002)
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